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In my work as a senior logistics coordinator I have experienced many challenges when it 
comes to unnecessary costs with VAT and customs duty triggered by trade with other 
countries. NOVN is a worldwide leader in the design, manufacture and sale of equipment 
and components used in oil & gas drilling and production, the provision of oilfield 
inspection and other services, and supply chain integration services to the upstream oil and 
gas industry. NOVN operates on a global scale, buying from the global market place and 
selling to the global market place. Complex logistics plans cause different problems when 
it comes to VAT/TAX and other types of export/import barriers. To be competitive and 
cost efficient in an innovative market place, the fabrication purchasers must consistently 
find the manufacturing company which can deliver the right product with the right quality 
for the best possible price. A general problem is that purchasers often only check the price 
for the end product and “forget” the challenges which can occur because of transport 
across borders and customs formalities. Therefore, it is important to increase ones 
competence and understand of the type of issues that can arise with regard to this type of 
trade. 
 
Finding the best supplier, can often lead to changes in production countries and sub-
suppliers in many different countries that participate on the same projects. For instance, 
NOV can have electrical cabinet production in Norway, machinery house/cabin production 
in Poland, winch assembly in Germany and steel structure and final assembly in South-
Korea. Additionally there are challenges with Free Issued Items which are sent free of 
charge to the manufacturing production countries. All these items, which very often have 
high values, need to be customs cleared into the respective countries with special customs 
procedures, to avoid paying unnecessary VAT and Duties. During transport across the 
borders unexpected costs occur, which in many cases could have been avoided if NOVN 
had done everything right from the beginning.  
 
So my research problem has been to find out more about the reasons and the causes for 
these unnecessary costs of VAT/TAX. I had in advance, because of my work experience, 
formed an opinion of what these reasons possibly could be:  
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I think that unnecessary VAT and customs arise because NOV’s internal communication 
in the supply chain does not function satisfactorily and because of lack of competence in 
the organization in the field of purchasing and VAT/TAX. 
 
The goal with this master thesis has been to increase insight and understanding of the VAT 
and customs issues for NOVN manufacturing companies regarding movement of goods. 
The purpose and goal is thus to increase the NOVN’s expertise in the field of VAT and 
customs. VAT and customs comprise considerable costs, both on the expenditure side as 
well as the savings side.  
 
To build competence and make procedures costs money and these types of cost elements 
are something which in the SCM literature is categorized as transaction costs.  
The level of transaction costs depends upon three important factors; the frequency of the 
transaction, the size of the transaction-specific investment and the level of external and 
internal uncertainty (Van Weele 2010, 411).  
 
To solve the research problem I have used Transaction Cost Analyze theory, SCM theory, 
out sourcing theory and communication theory. In my research design I decided to look 
closely into transactions towards EU (especially Poland), South-Korea and China. 
My analysis includes in-depth interviews with key persons in NOVN and sister companies 
in South-Korea and China. Additionally, I have been collecting data through internal 
documents and accounting systems to carry out analysis. I have been looking for patterns, 
ideas and solutions. 
 
I found that the unnecessary costs concerning VAT/TAX were approximately 2.1% of the 
logistics costs.  This amounted to approximately 2,4MUSD in 2013 in hidden VAT/TAX 
costs in the accounting system from different logistics providers. This was 2,1% of the 
value of the checked invoices and I assume that approximately the same amounts are 
hidden among the invoices from the manufacturing companies directly to the purchasers. 
Since I have only checked all invoices above 4000USD (appr.2800 invoices), the 
probability is high that the percentage costs are even higher in all the invoices with lower 
amounts. But because of limited capacity during the master thesis, this was not prioritized.  
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These are costs which increase when entering new market areas because environmental 
uncertainty. Usually new production countries give new challenges regarding VAT and 
customs duty. 
 
I have given some recommendations on further research and as well as some 
recommendations to reduce these costs.  
 
Recommendation 1: The most important one in my opinion is to continuously monitor the 
day to day development in VAT costs, since this is weakly managed today. One important 
finding in this research has been that NOVN doesn’t monitor this in a satisfactory way 
today. 
Recommendation 2: NOVN needs better software in the Logistics system which also can 
give information about the logistics cost per shipment. Today the accounting system is not 
communicating with the logistic system. 
Recommendation 3: In-sourcing of customs clearance. 
Recommendation 4: Create procedures on how the company can distribute the lessons 
learned throughout the whole organization. NOVN must create procedures per country and 
also have super users per country in the fields of VAT/Customs. 
Recommendation 5: Insert targeted resources to improve the VAT processes to avoid that 
these costs occur regarding export/import to China. 
 
I have not found many costs related to VAT and customs in connection with shipments to 
Brazil, but when NOVN starts to ship large projects overseas to Brazil, an increase in costs 
because of errors in VAT/Duty errors will most likely happen. Brazil is a very difficult 
country to export to, and they have also rules about local content in their production. 
 
The work with this thesis has increased my insight and understanding of the challenges 
concerning VAT and customs duty for NOVN and suppliers in connection with movement 









1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND FOR CHOICE OF THESES. 
 
In my work as a senior logistics coordinator at National Oilwell Varco Norway AS (from 
now on abbreviated NOVN), I have experienced many challenges when it comes to 
unnecessary costs with VAT and TAX in other countries. NOVN is producing among 
others, major mechanical components for land and offshore drilling rigs, complete land 
drilling and well servicing rigs and extensive lifting and handling equipment. The products 
are delivered all over the world and are produced in many different countries. Complex 
logistic cause different problems when it comes to VAT/TAX and other types of 
export/import barriers. 
 
In order to compete on an international level, the fabrication purchaser must consistently 
find the manufacturing company which can deliver the right product with the right quality 
for the best possible price. Large, steel construction projects are of particular difficulty, 
since there is a limited pool of manufacturing companies to choose from in their respective 
countries. To decide which production site to choose for such “large” steel components, 
the fabrication purchaser must early in the process know where the end-product will be 
delivered. With a delivery address in Europe, it is generally cost-beneficial to choose 
European production, while a South-Korean delivery it probably best to choose a 
production site in Asia. 
 
This selection method and example will be applicable with production of cranes in Poland. 
The Polish producer buys raw steel to use in their own production. They produce large 
steel components like booms, base frames, a-frames, winches and pedestals among other 
items. Together with these steel sections, additional components (electrical, mechanical 
and hydraulic), will need to be assembled and mounted. These components are delivered 
free of charge from NOVN to the factory in Poland. NOVN buys these components and 
transports the goods to the Polish manufacturer. (These components are henceforth called 
Free Issued Items). The Polish producer must arrange the correct import customs clearance 
into Poland and reexport out of Poland after production is completed. Here we are facing 
challenges in connection with Free Issued Items (intermediate goods) sent into foreign 
production from Norway. It is necessary to choose the correct customs procedure into EU 
in order to avoid paying unnecessary VAT and TAX to the EU because the goods are re-
exported from the EU afterwards. The most used procedure is called Inward Processing 
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Procedure. This procedure allows the Polish manufacturer to receive the intermediate 
goods without paying VAT and TAX for the components. Such components can be bolts, 
washers, gear, engines, wires, cameras etc. These components can only be in Poland for a 
limited period of time before the parts will need to be re-exported together with the main 
components from the Polish manufacturer. The time limit is normally one year, but this 
period can be extended. See Figure 1 Logistics plan Norway – Europe – Norway. This 
particular case is thoroughly explained later in Chapter 10, Customs procedures.  
 
Figure 1 Logistics plan Norway - Europe – Norway (Made by author) 
 
This issue with choosing correct customs procedure for intermediate goods is important 
issues both in Poland, South-Korea. In addition, China and Brazil have become “new” 
priority countries where VAT and TAX is particularly challenging. Any mistakes can lead 
to significant costs increases for the project. Therefore, the responsibility for fully 
understanding the VAT and TAX issues are placed in the Supply Chain Management 
departments because they are the ones deciding where the fabrication is going to take 
place. The cost of doing something wrong with VAT can be approximately 20% of the 
production value. In China and Brazil, these costs can be even higher. The importance of 
not forgetting such cost elements is underscored by Zuvich, Abad and Zaharatos. The 
authors emphasize the importance of coordinating customs and tax in a compliance point 
of view.  
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(Zuvich, Abad, and Zaharatos 2010) 
 
As an example, in 2013, one particular NOVN Molde project department was deemed 
liable to pay an additional cost of 110 000 USD due to a VAT misunderstanding. The 
value of all free issued items was 500 000 USD and the risk was to pay Polish VAT on all 
these items because of EU delivery of the cranes. But with correct use of a special customs 
procedure called “Free Circulation Procedure” together with and use of a NOVN Polish 
VAT number, the project department avoided paying 110 000 USD in Polish VAT.  
 
In another example, the project called for the transportation of 6 to 7 special low bed 
trucks to the Norwegian border for Customs clearance first and then delivery to Aberdeen, 
Scotland afterwards. NOVN was forced to do this in order to close a customs procedure 
properly because the wrong customs procedure was opened when starting the project. But 
because the customer was in no hurry to receive the finished product, NOVN received 
additional time to negotiate with Polish customs and saved 60 000 USD. This problem 
occurred because of lack of communication between the sales department and the project 
management department. The sales department knew that the delivery address was 
Aberdeen (inside EU), but the project management department thought the delivery 
address was Norway. Because of this misunderstanding, the wrong customs procedure was 
opened in Poland before the start of the transportation of the parts into production. This 
case will be more thoroughly explained in the “Elgin & Franklin” case late in Chapter 11.3 
A general problem is that purchasers often only check the price of the end product and 
"forget" the challenges which can occur with transport and customs regulations. NOVN 
operates on a global scale, buying from the global marketplace and selling to the global 




2 GOAL AND OBJECTIVES. 
The goal with this master thesis is to increase insight and understanding of the VAT and 
customs issues for Norwegian manufacturing companies regarding movement of goods. 
The purpose and goal is thus to increase the NOVN’s expertise in the field of VAT and 
customs. VAT and customs comprise considerable costs, both on the expenditure side as 
well as the savings side. This paper will focus on the different costs that arise, especially 
VAT and customs duty, from transfer of input parts and finished products across national 
borders around the world and inside EU. I want to create procedures and process maps that 
make the placement of production PO’s (PO = purchasing orders) better and safer. I want 
to create a tool that will make it easier to avoid problems with VAT and customs issues. 
The goal is also to obtain a practical and workable solution that can be used by NOVN. 
VAT and TAX are cost elements, which in the SCM literature, are categorized as 
transaction costs. I will delve further into this theoretical field to seek advice and guidance. 
Transaction cost analysis takes the transaction constituting the economic exchange 
between buyer and seller as the unit of analysis(Williamson 1981, Nov.). Specific assets, 
the frequency of exchange and the uncertainty surrounding the transaction represent the 
core dimensions of inter-firm trade and the composite of these dimensions determines the 
way business-to-business relationships can be effectively coordinated(Williamson 1981, 
Nov.). 
The research problem in the thesis is as follows: 
« What are the causes and consequences of those cases, where unnecessary VAT and TAX 
expenses occur in connection with transport across borders and how could this have been 
avoided?” 
My hypotheses are: 
1) Unnecessary VAT and customs costs arise because NOV's internal communication in 
the supply chain does not function satisfactorily 
2) Unnecessary VAT and customs costs arise because of lack of competence in the 
organization   
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I have proposed these hypotheses because I have experienced many challenges when it 
comes to unnecessary costs with VAT and DUTY both at NOVN and at other companies. 
Many of these unnecessary costs could have been avoided if the level of competence 
concerning VAT and DUTY had been better understood. I mean that a successful global 
supply chain is characterized by having efficient and effective synchronization of both 
material flow and information flow by integrating companies and suppliers for a common 
objective to meet the requirements of the end customer. I mean that the internal 
communication at NOVN can be improved. 
There is a lot of research and literature on streamlining logistics chains. There is 
considerably less literature on how to avoid paying VAT and TAX in connection with 
shipments across borders. And by that, I mean costs could be avoided if companies had 
more knowledge about VAT and TAX and had the correct procedure in place. This thesis 
will combine two fields; logistics and customs / VAT.  
 
My thesis can be useful research for the following actors: 
 NOVN, which can use the result of the research to better meet international 
competition. Cost savings, improve profits. 
 For other similar Norwegian export / import companies, which have production 
and/or assembly of products in other countries, which lead to many transports 
inside the EU or to/from Norway. 
 Molde University College may benefit from the insight into these types of 
challenges that Norwegian exporters need to solve on a day-to-day basis. These are 
typical tasks which logistic departments in export enterprises must solve. If Molde 
University College wants to educate their students in the best possible way, perhaps 
these issues should be included as a part of the logistics’ program of study. 
 The author is to apply and broaden the knowledge obtained in the MS program 
courses taken as a part of the Master of Science in Logistics. 
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3 COMPETENCE BUILDING. 
 
This phase is essential in order to approach the problem. NOVN is a large and complex 
organization and although I am working within this organization, I have a need for greater 
knowledge about the company. Building competence has been achieved by studying 
NOVN’s intranet, policy documents, industry reports and academic literature. I have 
conducted interviews with employees at NOVN. I have also sought information from 
scientific papers. My employment title and position requires general knowledge about the 
rules for exports and imports, as well as specific knowledge of transport and customs 
regulations and tax rules. In this work environment, I have to increase my expertise in all 




4  RESEARCH DESIGN. 
 
In this chapter I will first explain the research design I have chosen to solve the research 
problem. I will start with explorative research to have a flexible approach to the 
hypotheses. The work with the theses has shown me that different methods can be used to 
illuminate the problems. Afterwards, I will explain the limitations in geographical areas 
which need to be done in the research. Furthermore, I will look into how to collect primary 
and secondary data. I have used both qualitative interviews and quantitative methods to 
collect data. I will later in the paper have some cases studies to support the hypothesis. At 
the end in this chapter I will go through the project plan.  
 
The first phase in a research project involves to work with the research issue and to plan 
the research project. A plan or a sketch for how the research can be conducted is called 
research design. The research design describes guidelines for how the researcher imagines 
performing the project.(Thagaard 2002) 
 
Guidelines for the project includes descriptions of what the research will focus on, who is 
relevant informants, where will the research be done and how will it be performed 
(Thagaard 2002). 
 
Types of research designs: The classification of research designs vary. Research design is 
often classified as exploratory or conclusive research. Conclusive research is meant to 
provide information which can be useful in reaching conclusions or decision-making. It 
tends to be quantitative in nature, often data which can be summarized and quantified. 
Exploratory research seeks to develop insights in the problem and helps to provide 
direction for further research. It can also be classified in three broad categories such as 
quantitative, qualitative and mixed methods (Creswell 2003). 
 
My research problem will be solved by using an exploratory research design method. This 
keeps the necessary options open while looking for potential problems. The aim of this 
type of study is to look for patterns, ideas or hypothesis, rather than testing or confirming a 
hypothesis. In exploratory research, the focus is on gaining insights and familiarity with 
the subject area for more rigorous investigation on a later stage. The reason for this choice 
is that I do not have the opportunity to make a clear hypothesis for why these VAT/DUTY 
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costs arise, there can be many different reasons, but my work experience tells me that 
communication and knowledge are important factors. The goal of the thesis is to provide 
greater insight into, and understanding of, the problem. “The characteristic of this 
exploratory research design is that through the data collection you must have a flexible 
approach. The road ahead will be constantly influenced by the knowledge we acquire 
through the work of the task”. (Selnes 1995) Chapter 3 
“Explorative research requires skills, as do all types of research, but the skill 
requirements differ. Key skill requirements in exploratory research are often the ability to 
observe, collect information and construct explanation, that is theorizing”. (Ghauri and 
Grønhaug 2010, 56) 
Survey of reasons. I have tried to identify the different causes and then I have analyzed and 
sorted them by frequency or cost. When the causes are identified, the company can insert 
targeted resources to improve the processes to avoid that these costs occur. This needs to 
be further investigated in the thesis. Effective co-ordination of business-to-business 
relationships is an important determinant of firms’ competitiveness under changing market 
conditions.(Buvik and Gronhaug 2000) 
4.1 GEOGRAPHICAL LIMITATIONS  
Unforeseen expenses due to VAT and Duties concerning the transport of goods across 
borders is a global challenge. It could be assumed that similarities occur in different 
countries. VAT in EU versus Asia versus South America. But it turns out that the main 
point for the company is to understand that you have to deal with each individual country 
when the consequences of one and the same situation will be considered. Easily told, one 
can say that the solution for export to Sweden is not necessarily the same solution as for 
export to Spain. In this paper I will first investigate the relationship between Norway and 
the EU. Afterwards, I will look into the same issues with regard to South-Korea and China. 
But as a starting point, I will begin with the challenge related to trade between Norway and 
Poland. This is because NOVN has extensive experience in international trade between the 
parties and possesses good knowledge in this area. Poland is the country where NOVN has 
the most of production in Europe, so it is of particular interest. 
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4.2 DATA COLLETION 
4.2.1 PRIMARY DATA.  
I have been using in-depth interviews as the primary source of data collection, something 
which should make it easier to identify the relevant challenges and costs. I have used what 
Selnes (1993)reviews as in depth interviews. In depth interviews is a “qualitative method 
which is well suited when the purpose is to give insight and understanding” (Selnes 1995, 
110). In addition, I have sought additional information on the company intranet. What kind 
of documentation regarding this exists in the enterprise today? 
4.2.2 SECONDARY DATA.  
 
Internally in NOVN, I found both accounting figures and reports. I also looked for 
consultancy reports and strategic documents, but this was difficult to find. I have also 
looked among Master- and PhD dissertations. Externally I have found research reports and 
journal articles. Is there scientific papers related to this field? Yes, I found some articles, 
but only with assumptions and not many with numbers. I have not found costs for this but 
this is most likely because many companies keep these figures confidential. How do NOV 
avoid VAT and TAX becoming a cost? It can be difficult to quantify these costs, because 
people would rather not talk about costs that could have been avoided. As a consequence 
of this, it has been necessary to search through thousands of invoices to find the hidden 
costs.  
4.2.3 QUALITATIVE INTERVIEWS 
Qualitative researchers rely quite extensively on in-depth interviewing. Interviews can be 
categorized into three general types: the informal conversational interview, the general 
interview guide approach and the standardized open-ended interview. The researcher starts 
to interview the participants, but otherwise respects how the participant frames and 
structures the responses. This is an assumption very important when it comes to qualitative 
research. It is how the participant views the problem or phenomenon which is important 
and not how the researcher views the problem (Patton 2009). 
Strengths by interviews: An interview is a useful way to get a large amount of information 
and data in a short period of time. This is possible trough immediate follow up and 
clarification of ambiguities. Interviews are appropriate methods to collect information 
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about complex issues. I experienced also that in some interviews, I received a lot of 
information about the company and a lot of advice about whom in the organization could 
provide more information and where to look further. 
Interviewing has limitations and weaknesses: As Marshall and Rossmann write; interviews 
involve personal interactions and cooperation is essential (Marshall and Rossmann 1999). 
Some interviewees may be unwilling to or may be uncomfortable sharing everything the 
researcher hopes to explore. In this thesis I found out that it can be difficult to get all the 
answers I hoped for, because some of the answers revealed lack of competence or lack of 
company procedures. I experienced that not all persons want to disclose cases which let to 
extra costs for the company. I also found out that it is important to know key-person’s 
views on the different export barriers, because they are in some cases decision makers or 
they can influence other decision makers in the organization. The quality of data which is 
collected by in-depth interviews has been compared and analyzed together with the output 
of analyzes done with the different transport companies.  
 
 
Figure 2 Seven stages of an interview investigation. (Kvale 1997) 
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I used the Figure 2 from Kvale as a recipe for my interview guide. This was also used as a 
way to make people open up and start talking about the research issue. The interviews 
extended my knowledge about different cases which have occured at NOVN the last few 
years. 
 






Figure 4 Example of questionnaire, importance of export/import barriers 
The questionnaire was used in the interview as an interview guideline. In Figure 4 it is 
shown how the customs manager in NOV Korea has filled in the form and how he weights 
the importance of the different causes. 
4.2.4 CASES 
 
Case studies are tailor-made for exploring new processes or behaviors that are little 
understood. I needed to decide for how many cases to sample and I selected seven 
different cases to show the diversity of errors concerning VAT and duties. Meyer also 
selected several cases for comparison and contrast. “Since I had limited time available to 
collect data, and in my view interviews made more effective use of this limited time then 
extensive participant observation. ”(Meyer 2001, 340) She also wrote that people were 
rather reluctant to let her observe the political and sensitive processes, and I have observed 
the same in this thesis, since I am looking for cases where unnecessary costs have 
occurred.  
4.3  PROJECT PLAN  
 It is of major importance when you write a master thesis that you have tools for 
planning, scheduling and monitoring. It can be very helpful to make a project plan, 
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so the task which needs to be solved, are written in the plan. Team work inside the 
NOVN organization is necessary to solve and reduce the costs of unnecessary 
VAT/DUTY because this is a very complex and difficult problem affecting the 
different departments in the organization. 
 Project Plan: My project plan can be seen in Gantt chart. See Figure 5. Henry Gantt 
(1861-1919) was one of the fore fathers of Project Management and was called the 
father of planning and control techniques. The other fore father was Henri Fayol 
for his creation of five management functions. This is discussed later in Chapter 4.3 
 Team work: Using the knowledge, experience and views of the different parties 
involved. It is also important for the project manager to spread the knowledge of 
this to the parties involved. And particularly for the sales department, as this is 
important information that must be resolved early in the sales phase to avoid any 
unexpected costs. 
 
Figure 5 Project implementation of master thesis. (Made by author) 
 Data. 
o Writing a summary right after an important meeting or an observation. 
o Always ensure that the data is accurate and current. 
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 Contract. Can you manage to formulate contracts so that you avoid surprises 
during the project implementation? (Innovasjon Norge 2006) 
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5 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
My thesis will be based on various theories. In this chapter I will start with the theory of 
Transaction Cost Analysis (TCA). Then I will look into outsourcing theory before I finally 
end with Supply Chain Management (SCM). In large project organizations, Project 
Management Theory is also highly relevant. It may also be necessary to use other theories, 
but further work on the thesis will reveal this. I have looked into the article “ Customs-
related transaction costs, firm size and international trade intensity”(Verwaal and Donkers 
2003) and experienced which methods they have used to solve the problem.  
5.1 TRANSACTION COSTS. 
Transaction costs are the costs that are associated with an exchange between two parties. 
The level of the transaction costs depends upon three important factors. 
1. The frequency of the transaction. 
2. The size of the transaction-specific investment. 
3. The level of external and internal uncertainty (Van Weele 2010, 411). 
“Transaction cost approach: The transaction cost approach is based on the idea of finding 
a governance structure to arrive at the lowest cost possible for each transaction and 
comparing whether to perform an activity internally or outsource the activity in the market 
“(Van Weele 2010, 168).  
Transaction cost analysis; Ronald Coase wrote the article "The Nature of the Firm" in 1937 
(Coase 1937). Who organizes the market and why do firms exist? Transaction cost 
analysis aim to reduce the total cost of purchasing and transaction costs. Transaction costs 
are costs that often come with the purchase, negotiating, research, transport, education, 
monitoring, etc. Oliver E. Williamson (1975) "built" this theory and developed the theory 
empirical. According to Williamson, the basic assumption is that the most important 
reason to organize one kind of transaction in one way (for instance by tender) and other 
kinds of transactions in other ways (for instance with long term contract or own 
production) is to minimize on transaction costs. (Williamson 1981, Nov.) 
Modes of governance: Markets and hierarchies are the two polar modes which Coase 
referred in his 1937 paper and are the governance alternatives on which Williamson focus 
in his paper on vertical integration of production.  
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Market: The syndrome that describes the market is strong incentive intensity, weak 
command and control at the interface, and strong (legal) contracting focus. 
Hierarchy: The syndrome that describes hierarchy, by contrast, is weak incentive 
intensity, strong administrative command and control at the interface, and weak contract 
law regime. (forbearance law) (Williamson 2009). 
“Transaction costs are generally higher for international trade than for domestic 
transactions. The obvious differences are taxes and tariffs, but of course transportation 
costs will be higher and also costs dealing with delays and customs clearance at the 
borders”(Verwaal and Donkers 2003, 257). Verwaal and Donkers wrote that the 
importance of international trade, can provide a competitive advantage, increase capacity 
utilization and raise technological standards.(Verwaal and Donkers 2003) 
In my opinion (and Verwaal &Donkers, Williamson among others), it is the unnecessary 
costs with VAT and customs duty that escalate transaction cost. Therefore, I have tried to 
find the frequency of the transactions, the size of the transaction-specific investments 
(customization of products) and the level of the external and internal uncertainty (product 
complexity). The way these transactions are composed is decisive for the governance 
form. It will be a change from the market governance to the hybrid mode governance with 
more contracting. 
Both Cecchini et Al and Verwaal and Donkers found that the transaction costs of customs 
procedures were between 30 to 45 percent higher for companies with fewer than 250 
employees than for companies with more than 250 employees. This is most certainty 
because in large companies as NOVN they can hire specialists who can devote all their 
time to solve compliance activities (Verwaal and Donkers 2003, 262). “According to 
transaction costs theory, the size and frequency of transactions determine the economies of 
scale of transactions. The idea is that the costs of transaction-specific investments will be 
easier to recover for large transactions of a recurring kind “(Williamson 1985, 60). 
Cecchini et Al found out that the average size of the customs-related transaction costs, as a 
percentage of cross border trade, was 2 %. 
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According to Rindfleisch and Heide, 1997, transaction costs are the needed costs to ride 
the system. These costs can be “ex ante” – drafting and negotiation of contracts – and “ex 
post” – monitoring and implementation. 
According to Rindfleisch and Heide, 1997 there is 3 basic transaction costs. (Rindfleisch 
and Heide 1997 oct)  
 
Figure 6 Types of transaction cost. (Rindfleisch and Heide 1997 oct, 46)  
1. Adaptation costs (Environmental Uncertainty) 
2. Performance evaluation costs (Behavioral Uncertainty) 
3. Safeguarding costs (Asset Specificity) 
Adaptation costs: Adaptation costs are especially interesting. Environmental uncertainty 
creates an adaptation problem. The associated transaction costs include the direct costs of 
communicating new information, renegotiating new agreements, or coordinating new 
activities to reflect new circumstances. This is a cost which may occur because not 
everything is known at the time of signing the contract. For instance if the company must 
change something in the contract or on the order, these changes ex post can sometimes 
lead to extra VAT and TAX costs. The environmental uncertainties with different rules 
regarding VAT/Duty in different countries make this an adaptation cost which are often 
not known or calculated into the budgets. With regard to this it is very important that the 
contract between the parties is written to avoid very high prices on variation orders. During 
design phase there can always be some small changes which can lead to other delivery 
address or additional cargo to ship. For example, it is important that the price per kilo steel 
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manufacturing after start up is agreed upon in advance; Or a price for new design; Or a 
fixed price for welding hours or assembly hours. 
Performance evaluation cost: This is direct measurement costs which occur because the 
company maybe needs to monitor the sub-suppliers performance level. Here they need to 
take into consideration both supplier selection and evaluation quality. The role of these 
measures and metrics in the success of an organization cannot be overstated because they 
affect strategic, tactical and operational planning and control. According to Gunasekaran & 
Al, performance measurement and metrics have an important role to play in setting 
objectives, evaluating performance, and determining future courses of actions 
(Gunasekaran, Patel, and McGaughey 2004). 
Safeguarding costs: Safeguarding costs are the direct costs of crafting safeguards. To 
write contracts which cover all contingencies generates typical safe guarding costs (to 
write a contract is time consuming and legal advice is expensive). Ex ante are costs that 
they know about before the contract with the subcontractor is written. Ex post transaction 
cost can be hidden and/or unexpected costs that emerge after the contract is written. It is a 
trade-off between using money on this uphead (ex-ante) and the risk to get unexpected 
costs which is not mentioned in the contract.(ex-post)  
I must also look at search costs, contract costs, risk managements costs. How much 
contingency do NOVN need to add because they don’t know the exactly costs? 
Risk Management costs / Quantify costs: How much does unnecessary TAX and VAT 
cost the company? This may be hard to find out while this is a "new" area. It is both 
difficult to find how many times this happen and how big are the amounts. It is stated in 
the risk register for NOVN, that the risk regarding Tax and Vat in the budget is considered 
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to be 5,9 MUSD per Q3 in 2013. 
 
Figure 7 Risk register NOV 2013 (National Oilwell Varco Norway AS 2014a) 
Figure 7 show that NOVN separates different risk factors per quarter. Risk factor 6.2 VAT 
Risk shows a budgeted accumulated cost at 5,9 MUSD per Q3 in 2013. These amounts are 
huge compared with the transport costs. Total VAT/TAX risk was budgeted to be in total 
approximately 7,9 MUSD for 2013.  
 
Figure 8 Total value of logistics services purchased by NOV Norway 2013 (Made by author) 
Total value of logistics services in 2013 was: 112 MUSD 
Budgeted Risk 7,9 MUSD VAT/TAX in 2013 was appr. 7% of total logistics costs. 
The costs that I want to investigate can be called customs related transaction costs. In the 
literature there are several reports which concerns customs related transaction costs. 
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Customs related transaction costs; In the report made by Cecchini et Al (EU Commision 
1988) they used a survey of 11,000 companies to quantify the customs related transaction 
costs in the EU before the introduction of the Single European Market. They reported that 
the total of the customs-related transaction costs was estimated at about 8 billion Euros. At 
that time it was equal to 1,8% of the value of cross-border trade in the EU(EU Commision 
1988) Most of the costs occurred from frontier formalities and related delays. Additionally, 
other identifiable barriers in the internal market (EU) such as technical regulations and 
other barriers, was estimated to be below 2% of those companies’ total costs. In total, it 
would be approximately 3,5% of industrial value-added. Compared to National Oilwell 
Varco Norway AS turnover in 2012 (3300 MUSD) this would equals 116 MUSD. Verwaal 
and Donkers used in their research only Netherlands as a research country to reduce other 
factors. They used 500 companies which were only import- and export companies in their 
research. Their research found: “Substancial differences in customs-related transaction 
costs between the firms could be explained by transaction-related economies of scale, the 
use of simplified customs procedures and the use of advanced information and 
communication technology” (Verwaal and Donkers 2003, 258) 
NOV customs clearance; Earlier; approximately 5 years ago, the export customs clearance 
task had to be done manually. All custom tariff numbers had to be put manually into the 
system. Now all export customs clearance tasks are electronically transferred from ERP 
system to the Packaging system and then further to the Shipment system and at last to 
customs. This is an example of simplification leading to decreased transaction costs. So the 
percent that Cecchini et Al found in 1988 has probably been decreased because of better 
ERP solutions and transferring of data through different systems. 
5.2 OUTSOURCING THEORY.  
“Outsourcing definition: Outsourcing means that the company divests itself of the 
resources to fulfil a particular activity to another company, to focus more effectively on its 
own competence. The difference with subcontracting is the divestments of assets, 
infrastructure, people and competencies.”(Van Weele 2010, 407) 
The basic idea is that it is preferable for companies to outsource activities and processes 
that are not considered “core business”. A company’s core business represents those 
activities and processes that really create unique value and should be kept as in-house 
activities (Quinn and Hilmer 1994). In business the term outsourcing means putting out a 
portion of its business to a third party. The globalization of "business" is one of the actors 
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that have led to outsourcing. More and more companies are focusing on their core business 
and outsource departments or functions of the company to other companies which will 
achieve economies of scale. The common reason for this growth is that companies view 
outsourcing as a way to achieve strategic goals, reduce costs, improve customer 
satisfaction and provide other efficiency and effectiveness improvements (Van Weele 
2010). In general, outsourcing is viewed as one of many approaches to maintain or develop 
competitive advantage. 
 
Advantages of outsourcing: According to Larsson and Gray(Larson and Gray 2011) the 
advantages can be: 
1. Cost reduction 
2. Faster project completion 
3. High level of expertise 
4. Flexibility 
The disadvantages of outsourcing: 
1. Coordinate breakdowns 
2. Loss of control 
3. Conflict 
4. Security issues  
Insourcing: Aas, Buvik and Cakic wrote in 2008 about outsourcing of logistics activities in 
a complex supply chain. Building products for the offshore-industry is also complex. They 
wrote that many logistics activities are still kept in-house, and that it is mainly traditional 
logistics services such as transportation, warehousing and customs clearance that become 
outsourced (Aas, Buvik, and Cakic 2008). NOVN decided for approximately 3 years ago, 
from a compliance point of view, to insource both import and export customs clearance. 
They claimed that only by having complete control over all customs clearance in-house 
could they be sure that everything was correct when submitted to the customs authorities. 
Import and export customs clearance is not NOVN core competence, but the number of 
customs clearance transactions is more than big enough to create a department with experts 
in the field customs clearance. This gives NOVN economies of scale in this field in the 
same way or even better than most of the transport companies. This decision is very 
important when it comes to this master thesis problem. The customs expertise built in-
house because of customs clearance helps NOVN to much better understand problems 
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which can occur by crossing international borders. So I am certain this expertise reduces 
the number of errors significantly. I will come back to this later in the thesis.  
 Import customs clearance: 6392 import customs clearance in 2013 
 Export customs clearance: 9482 export customs clearance 2013 
 
5.3 SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT THEORY/COMMUNICATION 
THEORY. 
This is the theory of supply chain management. The definition of this is according to Van 
Weele: “The management of all activities, information, knowledge and financial resources 
associated with the flow and transformation of goods and services from the raw material 
suppliers, component suppliers and other suppliers that meet or exceed the expectations of 
end users to the firm”(Van Weele 2010, 411). Another common used definition of supply 
chain management was developed in 1994 by members of the Global Supply Chain Forum 
and states that “Supply chain management is the integration of the key business processes 
from end user through original suppliers that provides products, services, and information 
that add value for the customers and other stakeholders” (Lambert, Cooper, and Pagh 
1998, 1). In today’s SCM departments, the purchasing and the logistics are often very 
complex and often involve production places in many different countries. Figure 9 shows 
the “normal” scope of Supply Chain Management.  
 





Figure 10 Supply Chain Management & VAT/TAX. Compiled by author based on (Harrison and Van Hoek 2011) 
Figure 10 shows the importance of taking VAT & TAX into consideration into the Supply 
Chain Management in international logistics and production. TAX and VAT influences all 
the tiers in the supply chain. 
 
Figure 11 Supply Chain Management: Integrating and Managing Business processes Across the Supply Chain. 
Information Flows (Lambert, Cooper, and Pagh 1998) 
Another key success criterion is the communication inside the organization and between 
the suppliers and sub-suppliers. Figure 11 from Lambert, Cooper and Pagh shows a 
simplified supply chain network structure. To manage the supply chain network you must 
know all the Supply Chain members. The figure shows all the departments which need to 
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work together and towards suppliers and customers. At the same time it shows both the 
product flow and the communication flow. 
Three primary structural aspects of a company’s network are: 
1) The members of the supply chain, these can be suppliers, sub-suppliers, focal 
company, customers, end-customers. The key is to identify which members are 
critical for the success and who are not. 
2) The structural dimensions of the network. These describe the vertical structure, the 
horizontal structure and the position of the focal company inside the horizontal 
structure. 
3) The different types of process links across the supply chain. These process links are 
managed business process links, monitored business links, not managed business 
process links and non-member business process links(Lambert, Cooper, and Pagh 
1998) 
Communication theory:  
Communication theory is a field which contains both information and mathematics. In this 
paper the fields of communication is interesting. 
Claude Shannon and Warron Weaver developed a communication model in 1949. 
Elements of communication are source, sender, channel, receiver, destination, message, 
feedback and entropic elements. 
It is important to have a project communication plan that defines the information to be 
collected and distributed to the management, the customers and also to throughout the 
organization based on the company’s requirements. 
 What information needs to be collected and when? 
 Who will receive the information? 
 What methods will be used to gather and store information? 
 What are the limits, if any, and who has access to certain kinds of information? 
 When will the information be communicated? 
 How will it be communicated? (Larsen and Gray 2011, 119) 
Communication is a two way process that involves getting your message across and 
understanding what others have to say. Communication involves active listening, 
speaking and observing. Communication in organizations are important to achieve a 
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common language, common understanding of standardizations and processes so the 
whole organization can pull in the same direction. With a functional communication 
misunderstandings and extra work are avoided. Effective and good communication can 
motivate a whole organization and planning is primarily a process of communication. 
As Larson & Gray emphasized about improved communication; As partners gain 
experience with each other, they develop a common language and perspective, which 
reduces misunderstandings and enhances collaboration (Larsen and Gray 2011, 431). 
 
5.4 PROJECT MANAGEMENT THEORY 
Project management is a methodical approach to plan and guide project from start to 
finish. It’s a strategic competency for organizations, enabling them to tie project results to 
business goals — and thus, increase their competitiveness. 
NOVN works as a project organization. A project is temporary and unique in that it is not 
a routine operation. The project team often includes people who don’t usually work 
together, from different departments and people who have different skills and education. 
The employees work both in line management in their special departments (mechanical, 
logistics, calculations or electro) and additionally in different projects. This is called a 
matrix organization. Project management tools and techniques were first used 
systematically by the organizations in the 1950s. Henry Gantt (1861-1919), mentioned 
earlier, is called the father of planning and control techniques. He was famous for his use 
of the Gantt chart as a project management tool. Additionally we have “Critical Path 
Method” (CPM) and Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) 
Project management has five processes which can be used as follows: 
 Planning; plan the execution of projects better from the beginning especially with 
focus on VAT and Duties.  
 Organizing; inside the projects better organizing can be done, but also from the top 
management point of view. 
 Commanding 
 Coordinating;  
 Controlling; introduce new procedures and implement systems that are user 
friendly 
 
One challenge in a project organization is communication. How to getting different people 
to communicate well together, so they can pull in the desired direction. Communication is 
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about sending the right messages to the right people in the right way. Another challenge is 
to transfer information and lessons learned from one project to the next project. 
In this chapter I have looked into the Transaction Cost Analysis. Further I looked into 
different aspects of outsourcing and afterwards I continued with Supply Chain 
Management. At the end I discussed the importance of communication in the organization. 
 
6 EXPORT BARRIERS / TRADE COSTS 
6.1 EXPORT BARRIERS 
Richard Kneller and Mauro Pisu wrote in their research paper from 2007 about export 
barriers. “Export barriers: What are they and who do they matter to? Barriers to export 
appear to be both large and numerous. But the most important variable for the firms 
pointing out if the barrier is relevant or not is; the number of years the firm has been 
exporting. “The results suggested the existence of a process of learning to export whereby 
firms learn how to cope with export barriers through direct experience in export 
markets.”(Kneller and Pisu 2007, 3) What is very important in this matter, is how the 
company can implement and distribute the knowledge learned in one department 
throughout the whole organization. How can the company distribute the lessons learned to 
the whole organization? I will come with some recommendations later in the thesis. 
Procedures for each case and/or country can be made and also a solution where super users 
per country can be the solution. 
“Perceptions of barriers are important because they influence managerial behavior in 
international markets”(Shoham and Albaum 1995, 85).Why do some firms perceive a 
given barrier as more important than it is for another company? One possible explanation 
launched could be if the firm has minimal experience in exporting; This firm will most 
likely report more export barriers compared to a firm with more experience. 
Shoham and Albaum found in their research that the strongest predictor of the importance 
of barriers is cultural distance between the home and target market – the larger the distance 
the higher the perceived importance of export barriers (Shoham and Albaum 1995). 
If differential impacts of barriers are understood, governments can design programs to 
reduce their impact on the behavior of potential and existing exporters (Tesar and Tarleton 
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1982). For exporting and importing companies this information can help them to decide 
how to educate sales managers, supply chain managers and logistics coordinators. 
In addition to that export barriers are a central concept in theories concerning companies 
export behavior; These obstacles have also an important effect leading to interruptions in 
international trade. In particular the non-tariff barriers have become prominent distortions 
to world trade flows and are collectively, a source of much trade frictions (McWilliams, 
Naumann, and Napier 1992). 
Non-tariff barriers to trade include import quotas, special licenses, unreasonable standards 
for the quality of goods, bureaucratic delays at customs, export restrictions, limiting the 
activities of the state trading, export subsidies, countervailing duties, technical barriers to 
trade, SPS-measures(to protect human, animals and plants against diseases and pests), 
rules of origin, etc.(Deardorff and Stern 1999). 
Export market experience is likely to contain three main dimensions. 
1. The length of time the firm has been exporting. 
2. The number of markets it serves. 
3. The intensity with which it serves those markets. (Kneller and Pisu 2007, 8) 
 
Figure 12 Barriers to Exporting. (Kneller and Pisu 2007) 
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Richard Kneller and Mauro Pisu informs us in their article from 2007 that if you export 
much or little, all the companies face problems regarding “Dealing with legal, financial 
and tax regulations and standards overseas”. 42.2 % have reported that this is a barrier to 
export. See Figure 12 Barriers to Exporting from Kneller & Pisu the 12 most important 
export-barriers. 
 
Figure 13 Dealing with legal, financial and TAX regulations and standards overseas (Made by author) 
Barriers faced broken down by export intensity. 
 
Figure 14 Barriers faced broken down by export intensity (Kneller and Pisu 2007) 
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Barriers faced broken down by export experience. See Figure 15. Kneller and Pisu are 
concluding that export barriers such as dealing with legal, financial and tax regulation 
overseas, the probability of facing them is lower and decline further with the number of 
years of export market experience. This corresponds with what Magma wrote in 1998 
(Korneliussen and Øwre 1998). Export barriers are considered as significant for companies 
with little experience with international activity. The reason for this is that these 
companies have little experience with the characteristics and the mechanics in the export 
process. Several researchers point out that some export barriers can be conquered when the 
export intensity increases (Tesar and Bilkey 1977). Tesar and Bilkey argue that firms 
should export initially to culturally close markets and move to more distant markets as 
they gain experience. They also recommend that each internationalization stage can be 
reached only after sufficient learning has occurred in previous stages. NOVN has long 
experience in exporting and importing goods and it is of great interest to find out more 
about these costs and frequencies.  
 
Figure 15 Barriers faced broken down by export age (Kneller and Pisu 2007) 
NOVN started to export already in 1951. First export was to Island to a vessel called 
Frøyfaksir. This was crane nr 18. 
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Figure 16 First exports of cranes. Excerpt from Gunnar Sekkenes private notes regarding production of cranes. 
Figure 16 shows information about 2 portal cranes which were delivered to Denmark as 
early as year 1954. 
Norway is a little country with a small, open economy and the export and import are of 
vital significance. Norwegian export accounts for 35%-40% of Norway’s GDP (Gross 
domestic product). The input of impulses and data from other countries, both of 
technological and market art, is strengthening Norway’s international competitive 
power.(Korneliussen and Øwre 1998) 
 
Figure 17 Norway GDP Per Capita (Trading Economics 2013) 
 




6.2 TRADE COSTS 
“Trade costs definition, broadly defined, include all costs in getting a good to a final user 
other than the marginal cost of producing the good itself: transportation costs (both 
freight cost and time costs), policy barriers (tariff and non-tariff barriers), information 
costs, contract enforcement costs, costs associated with the use of different currencies, 
legal and regulatory costs and local distribution costs”(Anderson and van Wincoop 2004, 
691).  
 
In their work they say that A rough estimate of the tax equivalent of “representative” trade 
costs for industrialized countries are 170-percent. The costs ad-valorem tax is break down 
to 55-percent local distribution costs and 74-percent of international trade costs. 
(1,7=1,55*1.74-1) (Anderson and van Wincoop 2004, 692). 
This number is then broken down to 21-percent transportation costs, 44-percent border-
related trade barriers and 55-percent retail and wholesale distribution 
costs.(2,7=1,21*1,44*1,55)  
 
The 21-percent transport costs include both directly measured freight costs and a 9-percent 
tax-equivalent of the time value of the goods in transit. This 9-percent is the number for 
import into USA. If we compare with Norway, almost everything can be imported without 
Duty. Norway has as a main rule that Duty applies only on agricultural products and 
textiles. Anyhow, free-trade agreements and tariff reductions for goods from developing 
countries ensure that, occasionally, some agriculture products and textiles shall not have 
paid VAT. 
 
Anderson and van Wincoop found also that border costs are less than 5 percent in rich 
countries and between 10 and 20 percent for developing countries (Anderson and van 
Wincoop 2004, 693). Their estimate of policy barriers for industrialized countries 
(including nontariff barriers) is about 8 percent.  
 
“The 44-percent number they reported above consist of the following elements: an 8-
percent policy barrier, a 7-percent language barrier, a 14-percent currency barrier and 3-
percent security barrier for rich countries.”(Anderson and van Wincoop 2004, 693) 
Anderson and van Wincoop concluded that the costs associated with factors such as 
language barriers, currency barriers, imperfect information and regulation are more 
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important for trade than direct policy instruments such as tariffs and non-tariff barriers 
(Anderson and van Wincoop 2004). 
7 NOVN’S SUPPLY CHAIN 
In this chapter I will explain more about the company NOVN and what their business areas 
are. I will also look into the supporting processes in the company and the company’s flow 
of products. Furthermore, I will also look into the purchaser’s role both regarding 
purchasing and logistics. I will do this because the purchasing department and the logistics 
department are the two departments that are mostly involved with issues concerning VAT 
and TAX associated with logistics across borders. In addition, the sales department has 
also an important role in this matter. 
7.1 NATIONAL OILWELL VARCO NORWAY  
National Oilwell Varco is a worldwide leader in providing major mechanical components 
for land and offshore drilling rigs, complete land drilling and well servicing rigs, tubular 
inspection and internal tubular coatings, drill string equipment, extensive lifting and 
handling equipment, and a broad offering of downhole drilling motors, bits and tools. The 
products can be lattice boom cranes, knuckle boom cranes, hose loading stations, drilling 
equipment among others to both offshore rigs and onshore rigs. NOVN also provides 
supply chain services through its network of distribution service centers located near 
major drilling and production activity worldwide. NOVN is Norway’s fifth largest export 
company.(NOVN Intranet 2014c)  
 
According to NOVN’ s intranet page, NOVN is “The world’s leading and the most 
innovative supplier of drilling and handling equipment and related services to the energy 
industry.”(NOVN Intranet 2014c) 
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The Norwegian company National Oilwell Varco AS was founded in 1985 and has its 
head office in Kristiansand (Hydralift), with locations in Stavanger (Hitec), Asker 
(Procon) and Molde (Molde Crane). Additionally the company has also departments in 
Tønsberg and Trondheim and workshops in Søgne, Dusavik and Hjelset (National Varco 
Norway Manufacturing) 
 
It has 60.000 employees worldwide and app.4000 employees in Norway. 80% of the 
employees have higher education. NOVN had a total turnover of about 23,9 billion NOK 
in 2012. In order to produce their final products NOVN bought goods and services for a 
total amount of NOK 14.3 billion in 2012. NOK 4.3 billion was purchases from companies 
in Norway and approximately NOK 10 billion were made from companies outside 
Norway. 
Total turnover was MUSD 5 275 in 















Figure 19 Solid competence (National Oilwell 
Varco Norway AS 2014b). 
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7.2 SUPPORTING PROCESSES INTERNALY 
 
 
Figure 20 Support Processes (OP & AM) Source intranet NOV(National Oilwell Varco Norway AS 2014a)  
Figure 20 shows an overview of all the supporting processes around the Supply Chain 
Management department. All the other departments also influence the output of VAT and 
DUTY because of interacting with the customer and /or subcontractors which can lead to 
change in design or other things which can influence the transport or production. 
 Sales 
 Technical Support 
 Supply Chain Management 
 Project Management 
 Aftermarket 
7.3 THE COMPANY’S PROCESS FLOW. 
To better understand how the costs of TAX and VAT arise, I must clarify how the 
production process takes place and the transportation flow of the components is performed. 
It is the purchasers who purchase products in different countries and they have different 
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guidelines to follow by purchasing.
 
Figure 21 Supply Chain Management (NOVN Intranet 2014c). 
Figure 21 shows some of the main processes in the SCM department. These processes 
have exact descriptions of the tasks that shall be done and who is responsible. See also 
Figure 22. NOVN has good procedures regarding export and import customs clearance 
in/out of Norway and other countries. But nothing in the BPM, (Business Process 
Management) tells anything about the challenges concerning Free Issued Items into other 








Figure 23 Vendor Follow Up, Example of different roles in SCM (NOVN Intranet 2014c). 
Figure 23 shows the task “Vendor Follow-up” which roles are involved and what tasks 
need to be done. Some roles are responsible and other roles are involved. 
7.4 THE PURCHASERS ROLE IN THE SUPPLY CHAIN. 
Previously a buyer's role was often to buy goods needed in production or to assemble a 
product. Today, this role has been considerably expanded and requires larger and more 
targeted expertise in purchasing activities. The companies that will survive in the future 
must become more and more competitive. The framework are constantly changing and the 
product that was a sales winner last year, might be matured and outdone by competitors 
this year. We see that purchasing and supply chain management are gaining more and 
more attention from business leaders as key success criteria. 
 
Another key success criterion is the communication inside the organization and between 
the suppliers and sub-suppliers. 
7.5 QUALITY IMPROVEMENT REQUEST (QIR-SYSTEM).  
 
NOVN has a quality-system called Quality Improvement Request. I have searched in the 
database for incidents/cases with VAT/Duties and almost nothing is registered. None of 
the big cases I have found have been reported. One report commented the lack of 
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competence and too little training regarding VAT. The team-leader had made a QIR and 
wanted more external courses or training. This QIR was reported in the fall 2013 from 




8 TRANSPORT FLOW OF THE COMPANY.  
 
To better understand how the costs 
of customs clearance and VAT 
arise, I must clarify how the 
production process takes place and 
how the transportation flow of the 
components is performed. Figure 
24 shows the logistics plan for a 
project that shall be produced both 
in Norway and Poland. Without 
going into the details of the Figure, 
is it easily and visually explained 
where the various main components 
shall be produced and where they 
shall be transported. I will come 







Figure 24 Logistics plan.(National Oilwell Varco Norway AS 2014a) 
8.1 LOGISTIC PLANS 
 
When a crane or a production is sold to a customer, the SCM department has already 
decided where to produce the crane. When the main subcontractors are chosen, the 
logistics manager is able to work out the logistics plan for the project. This plan is telling 
everybody in the project when the components need to be delivered to the different project 
delivery addresses. The product, which is named “lattice boom crane”, is normally 
produced at three different places.  
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Figure 25 Production places for LBC 
 
As shown in Figure 25, the production places are:  
1) NOV manufacturing at Hjelset, Norway. Most of the cranes with destination in the 
North-Sea are built at Hjelset.  
2) Famak SA, Kluczbork, Poland are also used when the capacity of NOV 
manufacturing facilities are fully utilized. 
3) NOV Korea, Ulsan. Most of the cranes with destination in South-Korea are built 
here. Customers as Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI ) and Samsung are among the 
customers who are particularly important for NOV. 
 
Project delivery addresses: All the different stages in the production have different 
delivery addresses in the ERP system. For instance the main structure Manufacturing 
address id 510 is Famak in Poland. Then we know that all parts which need to be sent to 
Famak for manufacturing of the main structure need to be delivered at Famak before 
22.05.2012. See Figure 24  
 
Lead time: Adr.Id for Europe project have Need Date minimum 6 weeks before 
CompAtWorks date, which means Component At Worksite date. This is the last date a 
component needs to be delivered to the workshop, before the workshop needs the 
component for assembly. Adress Id. for Korea project have Need Date min 12 weeks 
before CompAt Works date. All parts which need to be ordered to adr.id M510 will be 




The logistics plan has been made in order to get all the components to the right places to 
the right times (not to early and not to late). NOVN is using different sub-suppliers which 
are experts in their fields. They outsource some parts of the production. This leads to more 
transport and a complex logistic system across borders in Europe and also overseas to 
South-Korea. 
 
Long lead items require particular follow-up in the logistics planning. The SCM 
department has analyzed and categorizised the items after ABC-analyze (Paretos 20/80), 




Figure 26 Project delivery address in Concorde (Made by author). 
8.2 START UP  
When NOVN is starting to build a crane, there are thousands of components which need to 
be ordered for the project. NOV has several technical departments which specify all the 
items and components that they need to construct and build a crane. They have component 
purchasers, fabrication purchasers and electrical purchasers who order these items and 
productions from the different sub-suppliers in our supplier base. See Figure 27. 
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Figure 27 Purchasers make PO. Figure made by author. 
 
8.3 MANUFACTURING PLACE DECISION 
During the sales phase of the project, the SCM department (Supply Chain Management) 
decides together with sales department, where the different main components will be 
manufactured and assembled. Many of the items which they need to produce to build a 
crane can be bought from several suppliers. Other components need to be designed and 
engineered first and afterwards the purchase order can be placed to a suitable 
subcontractor. We have a machinery house manufacturer in Poland called Mekro and a 
machinery house assembly workshop called ND Service. When we start transport of items 
belonging to the machinery house assembly, we will send approximately 1500 different 
items to this supplier. ND Service must open a customs procedure with the Polish customs 
for this production. They also need to raise a bank guarantee for the whole value of all the 
free issued items which we ship from Norway to Poland. The value of a machinery house 
can be approximately 750 000 USD, and then ND Service has to arrange a guarantee for 
this amount.  
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Manufacturing place Europa versus South-Korea: Since a lot of NOVs customers are big 
oil companies with rigs and platforms located in the North-Sea, they use production 
concept Europe when the delivery address is in Europe. This means that final assembly 
will be at Hjelset, not far away from Molde. If the delivery address is in Singapore, China 
or South-Korea, NOVN has final assembly in NOV Korea in Ulsan. This flexibility gives 
NOVN closeness to the customer which can give them a benefit towards competitors. 
8.4 ERP SYSTEM 
NOVN use Concorde ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) system. When the logistics plan 
is settled, the need dates in the logistics plan are implemented in the ERP-system. This 
takes into account all the different delivery addresses and all the different delivery times.  
8.5 FREE ISSUED ITEMS 
This is a common description of components which the contractor (NOV) supplies/ 
transports to the assembly site factory to enable the assembly of the crane. An example of 
components can be Air-Condition units which need to be installed into the machinery 
house. Hundreds of components need to be sent to Poland for installation and returned to 
Norway or sent to another country as a part of the finished machinery house. The reason 
why NOVN sends components as free issued items is that these components are often very 
expensive and Polish sup-suppliers are reluctant to buy these components themselves. 
Additionally it is a matter of company policy that NOVN’s designers and purchasers have 
the core competence in ordering and buying the top quality components which are 
necessary to build a lattice boom crane. NOVN could have outsourced the whole 
machinery house for instance, but then they would have taken a high risk to outsource a 
core competence production.  
Not-free-issued items are then for instance raw steel. For example, NOVN orders the 
production of two boom sections which need to be produced by Polish manufacturer, 
Famak. NOVN will then get a price per kilo for the finished fabricated steel. Then Famak 
must buy this steel from their sup-supplier directly and this transaction has nothing to do 
with the agreement between Famak and NOVN. The price from Famak to NOVN will 




Figure 28 Picture of Lattice Boom Crane Z1318 Modularization project (National Oilwell Varco Norway AS 2014a) 
 
8.6 LOGISTIC FLOWS 
In this chapter I will describe some of the different logistics flows concerning the 
production of lattice boom cranes. To explain the complexity of the logistics and some of 
the challenges with VAT and Duty across the borders, I have made different logistic flow 
figures. The figures show some of the transport solutions and also take into consideration 
the VAT and Duty. It is of major importance before NOVN starts to transport any 
components to their sub-suppliers, the logistics scope must be clear, and the end 
destination to the end-customer needs to be known. 
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8.6.1 LOGISTIC FLOW 1 Norway – Poland – Export out of EU -> South –Korea 
 
8.6.2 LOGISTIC FLOW 2 Norway – Poland – Norway inclusive Free issued 
items  
This is components bought by the company, delivered free of charge to the subcontractor 
which shall be assembled (in)to the final production. This is one of the most used logistic 
plans in NOVN with delivery of cranes to the North-Sea. They have then steel production 




Figure 29 Logistics schedule (NOVN Intranet 2014c) 
 
Figure 30 Logistics plan Norway - Europe - Norway. (Made by author) 
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8.6.3 LOGISTIC FLOW 3 Norway – Poland – Delivery inside EU 
 
This is components bought by the company, delivered free of charge to the subcontractor 
which shall be assembled (in)to the final production. Here it is delivery address EU, for 
instance Rotterdam or Aberdeen. This procedure is seldom used but it is of outmost 
importance that the FFI is customs cleared for free circulation into EU, otherwice the 
whole production must first be transported out of EU, and afterwards back again. 
 
Figure 31 Logistic flow Norway - Poland - delivery inside EU. (Made by author) 
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8.6.4 LOGISTIC FLOW SHANGHAI – ULSAN 
 
Figure 32 Logistics flow Shanghai - Ulsan (Made by author). 
Figure 32 shows a new logistics concept where NOV Shanghai will produce steel 
components for NOVN. Here is the work of scope, steel production of components in 
China and then transport to South-Korea after production in China for assembly in NOV 
Korea. As long as NOV Shanghai arranges the export docs out of China are this transport 
scope easy when it comes to Duties and VAT. NOV Shanghai has to physically transport 
the components to EPZ (Export processing Zone) to avoid that they will have to pay 
Chinese VAT on the whole value on the components. 
 Export processing zones (EPZs) are similar to FTZs but are set up solely for the 
purpose of managing export processing.. 
 A free trade zone (FTZ) or export processing zone (EPZ), also called foreign-trade 
zone, formerly free port is an area within which goods may be landed, handled, 
manufactured or reconfigured, and re-exported without the intervention of the 
customs authorities. 
8.6.5 LOGISTIC FLOW EUROPE – SHANGHAI, CHINA 
Here we see the logistic plan for a whole new logistics concept for a new modularization 
crane. The model is a complete redesign of the old crane and NOVN wishes to cut costs by 
25 percent and lead time by 33 percent. The concept will then be production of “core 
competence modules” like machinery house, cabins and winches in Europe as always. But 
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steel production and assembly and testing will be in China and this has never been done 
before. The big challenge is the transport of free issued items into China from Europe and 
the customs clearance of these shipments. These are thousands of components and import 
customs clearance into China is very challenging. They can risk VAT/DUTY costs up to 
30% of the value of the free issued items and if this happens it will be too expensive to 
produce and assemble in China. I will go further into this case later in case 11.5. 
 
Figure 33 Logistics flow Shanghai production, assembly and testing. (Made by author) 
9 VAT – HOW TO UNDERSTAND VAT 
9.1 VAT DEFINICION  
In this chapter I will explain more about VAT challenges in connection with purchase.  
VAT definition: Value-Added Tax. A tax perceived by many countries that is very similar 
to a sales tax, but that is collected whenever the product’s value is increased. The VAT on 
imports is collected at the point of entry into the country.(David and Stewart 2010)  
Inward VAT; used when purchasing goods or services 
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Outward VAT; used when selling goods or services. 
VAT as costs in the projects; if NOVN buys a component in Spain with delivery address in 
Norway, NOVN will not pay Spanish VAT on the component. If we buy the same 
component in Spain with delivery address in Romania, NOVN needs to pay Spanish VAT 
(21%) because the component has not left EU. Romania has 24% VAT. 
EU has a common VAT system which builds on a common directive. But the different 
governments’ act differently dealing with similar cases. EU has a common market and 
there is no need for customs clearance at the borders between the EU countries, but since 
Norway is not a part of the EU, Norwegian companies need to arrange customs clearance 
at the border of EU. 
 
EU VAT: Austria 20%, Belgium 21%, Bulgaria 20%, Croatia 25%, Cyprus 19%, Czech 
Republic 21%, Denmark 25%, Estonia 20%, Finland 24%, France 20%, Germany 19%, 
Greece 23%, Hungary 27%, Ireland 23%, Italy 22%, Latvia 21%, Lithuania 21%, 
Luxembourg 15%, Malta 18%, Netherlands 21%, Norway 25%, Poland 23%, Portugal 
23%, Romania 24%, Slovakia 20%, Slovenia 22%, Spain 21%, Sweden 25% and United 
Kingdom 20%. (VATlive 2014) 
 
VAT registrations in other countries. 
The challenge is that all sales and purchasing transactions (internal and external) “VAT-
flow” must be classified correct, with correct rate and attributes for the correct VAT return 
in the correct country. 
 
9.2 RULES AND REGULATION 
 
• Norway - Act on VAT from 19.06.2009. There are special § paragraphs for 
deliveries of goods to oil platforms or to vessels (FPSO) Floating Production 
Storage and Offloading and many sales are exempted for VAT. 
• EU - 6. directive +”VAT package” The councils sixth directive 77/388/EØF from 
17.th of May about harmonizing of the member countries’ legislation on sales tax. 
The common VAT system in Europe. 
• OECD – Guidelines: Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development. 
OECD is an international economic organization of 34 countries founded in 1961 
to stimulate economic progress and world trade. 
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• World Trade Organization (WTO) :The international organization responsible for 
enforcing international trade agreements and for ensuring that countries deal fairly 
with one another.(David and Stewart 2010) WTO was officially created on January 
1, 1995 and “replaced” GATT (the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade) 
created at the Bretton Woods conference in 1944. Negotiation periods from 1944 to 
2008 led to a decrease of duty rates from an average of over 40 percent in 1947 to 




EORI (Economic Registration and Identification) is a common customer record inside EU 
which contains all operators who deals with customs procedures. Every operator gets one 
unique identification number which shall be used in any customs operation inside EU. All 
Norwegian companies which have business inside EU, must be EORI registered. 
Norwegian companies can choose in which EU country they will apply for EORI and this 
can afterwards be used in all EU member countries(Innovasjon Norge 2011). 
According to Innovasjon Norge there are two systems for active processing in the EU. 
1) Suspension system means that neither customs duty nor VAT shall be paid. 
2) Recovery system means that you pay customs duty and VAT on import, and then 
you seek reimbursement when the goods are re-exported 
It is the suppliers who arranges these procedures in their respective countries(Innovasjon 
Norge 2011) 
 
9.4 THE GLOBAL PICTURE 
Approximately 160 countries in the world have VAT in some form. 
 
GST= Goods and services TAX 
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Figure 34 The Global Picture. From Finn Strømme's presentation (NOVN Intranet 2014c) 
9.5 VAT-PACKAGE 
The “VAT-Package” came into effect 1.st of January 2010. 
1. Place of supply of services. The principle of taxation at the place of consumption will be 
introduced as a main rule. The place of supply shifted to the place where the recipient is 
located. 
2. Reporting obligations. Filing requirements was introduced to businesses which made 
intra-EU supplies for services. 
3. 8
th
 Directive refund. A new set of rules for EU businesses which they can reclaim VAT 
in member states where they are not established for VAT purposes was reformed. 






10 CUSTOMS PROSEDURES BETWEEN NORWAY AND EU. 
 
In this chapter I will explain more about the different customs procedures which are 
mainly used. First I will look into the free circulation procedure and the challenges for the 
European importers. Further I will continue with the inward processing procedure, which 
is mostly used in our projects built in EU. Afterwards, I will explain more about temporary 
importation and the most common pitfalls. I will continue with the most common export 
documents and emphasize the importance of accuracy in these documents. In the end, I 
will list types of export barriers and discuss storage in Europe. Finally, I will explain the 
importance of having good knowledge about the Incoterms 2010 regarding VAT and 
customs duty. 





Figure 35 Logistics plan West Navigator. (NOVN Intranet 2014c) 
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This procedure is mostly used when the end product has a delivery address inside EU. 
Article 23 EC Treaty stipulates free circulation for Community goods throughout the 
European Community but also to imported goods which have been released for free 
circulation after payment of the import duties to which they are liable. The purpose of 
release for free circulation is to fulfil all import formalities so that the goods can be sold on 
the Community market like any product made in the EC(European Commision 2013). The 
Polish producer needs to pay Polish VAT and TAX when the cargo is transported into 
Poland. The Polish producer needs to apply to get the Polish VAT refunded. This is always 
time consuming and can be a difficult process. This can be a great challenge for the Polish 
producers because they often have poor liquidity (Nilsson 2011). Using the “Free 
Circulation Procedure”, the exporter always needs to send original export documents and 
commercial invoices, and the Polish customs authorities are very strict with controlling 
these shipments because they are “final” sales to a Polish customer. Documents normally 
attached to these shipments are: CMR, commercial invoice, packing lists, export customs 
clearance from Norway. CMR stands for “Convention relative au contrat de transport 
international de Marchandises par route”. It is a standardized document for cross-border 
transport of cargo by road. 
Example from NOVN: NOVN built two cranes at Famak in Kluzbork, Poland where the 
end-customer was Maersk in Denmark and the delivery address was Denmark. The 
delivery term was FOB Szczcecin, but because of the delivery address inside EU, NOVN 
needed to use Free Circulation procedure. The Polish importer needed to pay 23% import 
VAT and duty on all free issued items into Poland which they could deduct in their 
accounts. When the production was completed Famak “sold” the production back to 
NOVN Polish VAT number (with 23% Polish VAT). Then NOVN Polish TAX partner 
applied to get the Polish VAT refunded. Finally NOVN Polish VAT number will sell to 
Maersk Danish VAT number (with Zero VAT). This is called Intra community supply and 
is transactions between companies inside EU. If NOVN had forgot to arrange this special 
procedure, they would have received 23% Polish VAT as an extra cost in the project which 
was not deductible.  
10.2 INWARD PROCESSING PROCEDURE.  
Inward processing procedure allows imported materials or semi-manufactured goods to be 
processed for re-export within the Community by Community manufacturers without a 
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requirement that the manufacturers have to pay customs duty and VAT on the goods being 
used. This procedure is most used by companies which produce and assemble products 
with a large number of free issued items from Norway ( or other countries).The Polish 
producer does not need to pay customs duty and VAT on free issued items which are sent 
from Norway to Poland. This procedure requires that the producer must apply a permit 
from the Polish customs at least one month before the shipment shall be import customs 
cleared into Poland. This information must contain extensive information about what shall 
be imported. Exporters name, importers name, English product name, Polish product 
name, weight, value, currency, delivery terms, customs tariff code (Harmonized System of 
classification) and Country of Origin. See Figure 37 Proforma Invoice, where all the 
information is shown. In the invoice it is clearly shown the HS numbers for these items 
with 8 digits. The first 6 digits are international, but the two last digits are special for 
Norway. EU has 10 numbers in total. See Figure 36 Trade Tariff with 10 digits. 
Additionally, the customs in Poland also need information about when the cargo arrive 
Poland and when it is expected that the cargo shall be re-exported out of Poland.  
 
Figure 36 Trade Tariff (HM Revenue & Customs 2014) 
 
Example from NOV:NOVN has a manufacturer in Gdynia called ND Service which 
among others assembles machinery houses. NOVN wanted to produce a machinery house 
to West Navigator at ND Service and afterwards ship it to Hjelset. When NOVN started to 
transport free issued items, which belongs to the machinery house, they sent approximately 
1500 different items to this manufacturer. ND Service needed to open the customs 
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procedure (Inward processing procedure) with the Polish customs authorities for exactly 
this project called West Navigator with project number T7973. See Figure 35 Logistics 
plan for West Navigator. ND Service also needed to raise a bank guarantee for the whole 
value of the free issued items which NOVN had shipped from Norway to Poland. The 
value of free issued items to the machinery house can be approximately 600 000USD and 
ND Service had to arrange a guarantee for this amount. 
 
Figure 37 Proforma Invoice for “inward processing procedure” customs clearance (National Oilwell Varco Norway AS 
2014a) 
 
10.3 TEMPORARY IMPORTATION 
Temporary importation are often used for goods that can be used in the Community 
without payment of duty or VAT under certain conditions and re-exported in the same 
state as they were as they were imported. Special tools are often sent in this way. Some of 
the tools that the service engineers are using are expensive tools and may have values 
around 50 000 USD. ATA-carnets are frequently used for very expensive tools towards 
countries in the A.T.A. International Guarantee Chain. 67 countries are members of the 
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ATA Guarantee Chain. For instance, if they send an expensive tool, such as a boltmike to 
China for temporary importation, NOVN has to pay appr. 10 000 USD as a deposit to the 
Chinese customs and the customs clearance take at least three weeks. Most of the money 
will be refunded when they reexport the boltmike after finishing the work. If NOVN 
doesn’t have the time to wait for this procedure, they will have to arrange a normal import 
customs clearance and pay VAT/duty approximately 25-30% of the value. Unfortunately 
NOVN can’t apply to get any refund afterwards. These tools are not part of the sub-
suppliers scope, and shall often be returned long time before the crane is completely 
finished. In these cases, they need to have a temporary importation customs clearance. 
10.4 PITFALLS; VAT-NUMBER, PO’S AND CHANGE IN DELIVERY ADR. 
Vat-numbers to the final customer, production orders and change in shipping address are 
pitfalls for exporters. 
 
To sell anything to a company inside the European Community, it is required that the 
customer have a valid VAT-number in the receiving country. A transaction 
(sales/purchase) between a supplier and a customer located inside two different countries 
in EU is called Intra-community supply. The supplier can sell the product to a customer in 
another country and calculate zero in VAT. This means instead of paying VAT and apply 
to get a refund afterwards, the companies in EU can report the sale in the same scheme and 
deduct at the same time. The goods have to be transported from the supplier’s country to 
the customer’s country. Seller can then calculate zero in VAT. Buyer calculates VAT of 
the purchase-value after the local TAX rate and deduct in the same scheme. This is called 
the Zero cash flow effect. If NOVN sells a product, which has been produced in Poland by 
one of their manufacturers, with delivery address to Estonia, the buyer needs to have a 
valid VAT registration number inside Estonia. Otherwise NOVN needs to pay Polish VAT 
on the production in Poland. The only way to avoid this VAT cost is to physically 
transport the commodity out of EU (for instance into Norway) and make an import 
customs clearance into Norway. NOVN have to pay VAT on this product, but this is 
deductible. Afterwards NOVN can transport the commodity to Estonia. This leads to extra 
transport costs and is not an optimal solution. Otherwise you need to calculate this Polish 
VAT into the production costs in advance and add the costs in the calculation towards the 
end-customer. All purchasers need to know the answers on all these three issues before 
they can place a purchase-order to a manufacturer abroad. 
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10.5 RULES OF ORIGIN 
FTA = Free trade agreement. Commodities can often be exported to another country, and 
the importer in the import country can avoid paying import taxes with the correct use of 
EUR-certificate or authorization number. Norway has several Free Trade Agreements with 
different countries. If you issue a EUR-certificate or an authorization number on the export 
invoice when you make an export to EEU, the customer will in most cases not need to pay 
duty into EEU, because of the EEU-agreement. The EEU-agreement allows that most of 
the Norwegian commodities can be imported into EEU area without duty. The EUR-
certificate and the authorization number is the documentation needed for the customs 
authorities in the import country, proving that the Norwegian commodities are EEA-
product. (Innovasjon Norge 2012 a) 
10.6 EXPORT DOCUMENTS 
In this chapter I will explain more about the different export documents because they are 
very important both for the export customs clearance and for the transport of the finished 
product. Small details wrong in these documents can lead to huge extra costs. If any of the 
documents are missing during transport or in connection with the customs clearance, this 
can among others lead to delays in the delivery time and extra costs with storage or extra 
VAT/Duties can occur. 
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10.6.1 Cmr  
 
Figure 38 CMR from National Oilwell Varco Norway as Intranet 
CMR stands for “Convention relative au contrat de transport international de Marchandises 
par route”. It is a standardized document for cross-border transport of cargo by road 
(BusinessDictionary.com 2013). For Intra-community supply, delivery from one EU 
country to another EU country, this signed CMR is the proof of delivery and is important 
for delivery of components inside EU without VAT. 
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10.6.2 Commercial invoice. 
The invoice sent by the seller to the buyer, detailing the goods purchased and the amount 
due. In international trade, a commercial invoice should be quite detailed and include all of 
the pertinent information(David and Stewart 2010). If NOVN sells a product and they ship 
it to Poland and the final address is also Poland, the customs requires a commercial 
invoice. This document must be an original and signed by the exporter in Norway with 
blue ink. If the original commercial invoice disappears on its way to the customs office, 
the Norwegian exporter must send new “original documents” by courier to the customs 
office. This often results in delays and extra costs.  
10.6.3 Proforma invoice. 
A proforma invoice is a very common international document. This is not an invoice but a 
quote. Different countries treat commercial invoices and proforma invoices in different 
ways. For instance if NOVN sends free issued items to Poland and this is for an inward 
processing procedure ( the shipment is temporarily in Poland for reexport out of EU within 
one year), the customs authorities require a proforma invoice. See Figure 37 
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10.6.4 Certificate of Origin 
  
Figure 39 Certificate of Origin. (NOVN Intranet 2014c) 
A document provided by the exporter’s chamber of commerce that attests that the goods 
originated in the country in which the exporter is located. Certificate of Origin can be 
stamped both from Chamber of Commerce in Norway or from the Norwegian customs. 
Before stamping the documents, the goods need to be customs cleared for export, and an 
export customs clearance needs to be submitted to the customs. Weight, collie numbers 
and commodity must match between invoice and Certificate of Origin. As a main rule we 
can say that the origin of goods is the country where the goods were manufactured or the 
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country where the goods had significant material processed. This document is very 
important during import customs clearance in the receiving country. In some cases the 
importer can achieve less duty or no duty at all on the goods because of this certificate.  
 
  
10.6.5 Export customs clearance ( TVINN ) 
 
Figure 40 Example of export customs clearance.(NOVN Intranet 2014c) 
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All goods that are shipped from Norway to other countries need to be export customs 
cleared. Also all goods from NOVN sub-suppliers in EU need to arrange export customs 
clearance before they transport cargo from their country. 
10.6.6 Customs authorization number/Country of Origin 
This statement on an invoice is very important between Norwegian countries and the EU. 
This is also important for other countries which Norway has a trade agreement with. 
(Bilateral trade agreement) This statement on the invoice on an expensive shipment 
between Norway and Denmark can provide that no duties need to be paid in Denmark. 
This depends on the classification of the tariff numbers on the merchandise and the 
Country of Origin. See Figure 41. 
 The exporter of the products covered by this document (customs authorization 
No NO/12-936738540) declares that, except where otherwise clearly indicated, 
these products are of EEA preferential origin. 
 
 The exporter of the products covered by this document (customs authorization 
No NO/12-936738540) declares that, except where otherwise clearly indicated, 









Figure 42 Country of origin USA (National Oilwell Varco Norway AS 2014a) 
Figure 42 shows a commercial invoice for a shipment with delivery address inside the EU. 
Delivery address for the project after assembly at GS Hydro, Gdansk will be Maersk Giant 
in Denmark,(Inside EU). Therefore NOVN has made a commercial invoice because of 
free circulation procedure into EU. This means customs duty and VAT need to be paid 
by the Polish manufacturer when NOVN transports the parts to Poland. In this case there 
are expensive parts (engines) with origin USA. USA does not have an agreement with the 
EU so DUTY needs to be paid on the engine. According Figure 43, the tariff number on 
the engine is 84089000, and this will give an extra cost on 4,2% because the engines have 
origin U.S.A. This will result in appr 10.000 USD extra costs in duty only because of the 
delivery address for the project is inside EU. If the delivery address for the project was 
Norway or outside EU NOVN could have used inward processing procedure and could 
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have avoided the duty and the VAT.
 
Figure 43 Duty into EU on engine (Tullverket SE 2014) 
10.7 TYPES OF EXPORT BARRIERS, VAT AND TAX ERRORS. 
 Wrong delivery terms (incoterms DDP instead of DAP/DDU) 
 Opened wrong customs procedure in the beginning of a project. 
 Classification error regarding HS numbers 
 Customs clearance too late 
 Change in delivery terms from final customer 
 Wrong authorization number 
 Wrong country of origin 
 Licensed product 
 Wrong value on the product 
Many of these export barriers can lead to extra costs, but they are difficult to find in the 
accounting system. 
 
Figure 44 Different factors affecting the transport flow and the costs. (Made by the author) 
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10.8 STORAGE IN EUROPE 
Background: Some NOVN clients are not always able or willing to take delivery at agreed 
time, and are asking NOVN to arrange storage until delivery can be made. In addition to 
extra warehousing and transportation costs, this raises a customs issue if goods are sold 
abroad and declared for export, both for export from Norway and the EU. 
 
Previous situation: For export from EU, until December 2012 we had the possibility to 
“export” the shipments to “free port” in Hamburg, Germany, and store the goods there 
until shipment or delivery. This way the manufacturer/exporter would receive proof of 
export and documentation for valid sale exempt from VAT. The storage period in the “free 
port” was in principle unlimited. 
 
Situation from 01/01-2013: The EU has decided that the system with “free ports” is to be 
discontinued. So there are no longer “free ports” in the EU, it is now required that all 
goods sold for export, will have to be physically exported no later than 3 months from time 
of delivery. 
 
Implications: Failure to comply with this regulation and omitting to export within 3 
months will result in VAT and taxes being imposed on the goods. The VAT will be 
charged according to the rate valid in the country they are to be exported from. The tax 
will be charged to the exporter, and will not be deductible. This in turn will be charged to 
NOVN and their client, and represent an uncalculated cost and loss of profit. 
10.9 INCOTERMS 2010 
 
A set of standardized terms of trade was created in 1936 by the International Chamber of 
Commerce (ICC). These terms of trade specifies the responsibilities of the exporter and the 
importer in an international transaction. The incoterms tells the exporter and the importer 
who is going to pay for what. 
Incoterms define several aspects of an international sale;  
 Which tasks will be performed by the exporter/importer 
 Which activities will be paid by the exporter/ importer 
 When the transfer of responsibility for the goods will take place. 
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Choosing the DDP Incoterms is the ultimate in customer service on the part of the 
exporter. The exporter handles everything for the importer, including shipment to the 
customer’s plant and import customs clearance. If you sell a component with the delivery 
terms DDP, you need to pay for «almost» everything. The 2010 rules were implemented 
1
st
. of January 2011. They changed from 13 terms to 11 terms. 
 
Figure 45 Incoterms 2010 ICC (Innovasjon Norge 2013) 
It is of major importance that sales managers, purchasers and logistics coordinators have 




Case study: In this chapter I have described some of the cases that I have been discovering 
as a part of the field work at NOVN. These are all cases which each one explains different 
parts of the problem, and together they give a good overview of the diversity of the 
problems. All in all, there are many different types of errors which are useful to 
investigate, so similar errors can be avoided in the future. As explained in Chapter 5 
Theoretical background, a case study will focus on one or more groups or organizations 
inside the organization with the purpose of analyzing the surroundings and the processes 
which are involved in the research problem. The detailed observations in the case study 
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give us the possibility to study many different aspects and to study them in connection 
with each other (Meyer 2001). Case study is a useful research method when the research 
topic is little known. In this type of research method we will often ask the questions why 
and how (Ghauri and Grønhaug 2010, 109). I needed to decide for how many cases to 
choose and I selected seven different cases to show the diversity of errors concerning VAT 
and duties. I observed during my work with the thesis that some people were rather 
reluctant to let me observe the political and sensitive processes, since I am looking for 
cases where unnecessary costs have occurred.  
 
REASONS: 
1. Lack of license.  
2. Purchase inside Czech Republic without having a valid VAT-number. 
3. Change in delivery address and EU trade. 
4. Not correct closed export documents by transport company. 
5. Customs clearance into China, Open Handbook. 
6. DDP delivery in all countries, especially South-Korea. 
7. Missing steel certificates. 
 
11.1 CASE 1: ANDØYA ROCKET LAUNCH 
 
Problem description: 
Some years ago NOVN received an order to produce a ramp to a weather rocket launch. 
The product was ordered and thereafter produced by a Polish manufacturer named Famak. 
When the steel ramp was finished produced, the logistics department clarified all the 
necessary export documents in order to transport the rocket launch ramp up to Andøya 
which is located far north in Norway. The customs tariffs code which was used on the 
rocket launch ramp was the same used for weapon and other products for military purpose. 
To export this ramp, the Polish exporter needed to apply for a permit in advance, which 
they didn’t know about. As a consequence of this, the logistics responsible was prosecuted 
in court, ordered to pay a large fine, and was actually put in jail. All the parts belonging to 
the shipment was confiscated and later scrapped. The ramp was not built for a military 
purpose, but for weather research. Because of the “scary” name Rocket Launch, the wrong 
customs tariffs number was used.  
 
Lesson learned / Solution: 
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The end of the history was that NOVN had to make a new Rocket launch ramp which was 
produced by BLRT Marketex OU,Tallin,Estonia. This time they called it the “TOFU 
crane” named after the purchaser, and no further problems ensued. 
The problem issue: Lack of export license. 
 
Figure 46 Political Map of Europe showing the European countries. (Nations Online Project 2014) 
11.2 CASE 2: SALZGITTER STAHLHANDEL / UNEX 
 
Problem description: 
In 2004 NOVN entered into a contract with a Czech company, Unex, regarding production 
of three steel cranes. The cranes were planned to be exported out of Czech Republic after 
the final assembly. NOVN was responsible for buying and delivering all the steel (raw 
materials) needed for this production. To fulfill this obligation, NOVN consequently 
entered into a contract with a Czech subcontractor, Salzgitter Stalhandel. The goods were 
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delivered directly to Unex for processing. NOVN is not registered for VAT purposes in the 
Czech Republic. After the delivery of the steel, Salzgitter invoiced NOVN with Czech 
VAT (for 2004 and 2005). Czech VAT is not refundable in Norway. And the 19% VAT 
would therefore be a final cost to NOVN. For the year 2005, NOVN applied for and was 
granted a refund of the VAT paid to Czech VAT authorities. However, for invoices paid in 
2004, the application was rejected due to the fact that NOVN should have applied for the 
refund within 6 months after the end of the calendar year, but they applied to late. The 
Czech VAT with the amount of 52 332,74 EUR was never refunded and became a cost for 
NOVN. Czech Republic became a member of EU in 2004. See Figure 46. 
 
Figure 47 Local delivery in Czech Republic. (Made by the author) 
 
Lessons learned: 
Allow Salzgitter Stahlhandel to sell steel and invoice Unex directly. Then Unex will be 
able to claim the 19% Czech VAT from the Czech Tax authority. NOVN will only make a 
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contract with the producer (Unex) in the future. From this case and also similar cases, 
lessons learned for NOVN is that NOVN will not supply steel for production through a 
contractual agreement. It is safer and easier to buy the out-put product, which in this case 
means finished crane components. This price is then agreed as a price per kg steel 
produced or a price per production. We buy this FCA production site and transport the 
steel structure to Norway. The Czech producer can invoice NOVN without 19% Czech 
VAT. 
The problem issue: 
NOVN took responsibility for buying of raw material without knowing the consequences 
of the VAT problems. 
11.3 CASE 3: ELGIN AND FRANKLIN  
 
Problem description:  
The Polish supplier is at risk for paying EU VAT on all free issued items (See Chapter 
10.1) shipped from Norway to Poland. Some Norwegian companies use Polish 
manufacturers to produce the rough steel sections in Poland. If expensive items need to be 
installed/assembled into the products, the Norwegian companies often choose to buy these 
components and ship them to the production site. The value of these components can be 
very high and most of the Polish manufacturers refuse to cover the cost for importing this 
into Poland. The Polish authorities have facilitated this so it is possible to import 
components from other countries without paying Polish VAT and TAX on the shipment. 
However, the Polish importers need to raise a bank guarantee for the total value of all the 
free issued items which are shipped from Norway to Poland.  
This procedure is called inward processing procedure and is thoroughly explained in 
chapter 10.2. This procedure is often used when the production is going to be sent out of 
EU after the products is finished. This procedure is a kind of temporary import customs 
clearance and the items need to be re-exported out of Poland within one year. 
To use the inward processing procedure (IPS), the Polish customs need to be informed at 
latest, one month before the shipment arrives Poland. Otherwise, there is the likelihood of 
potential delays during customs clearance. 4-5 years ago NOVN experienced incidents 
whereby full-loaded trucks would be delayed in customs for over a week if NOVN had 
failed to inform the customs agent early enough. 
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In the Elgin / Franklin case, the logistics department was informed from the project 
management that the boom sections (7 big steel sections) were to be transported outside 
the EU after the booms were finished assembled at Famak in South of Poland. NOVN 
started the production in Poland and shipped free issued items to Famak based on an IPS 
procedure. The delivery terms were EXW fabrication site, Poland. This means that it is the 
buyer of the boom sections that are responsible for the transport out of Poland. When the 
manufacturing of the booms were almost finished, the logistics department in NOVN were 
informed from the project management department that misunderstandings had occurred 
and the delivery address had been changed. See Figure 48. 
 
Figure 48 Delivery inside EU, change in delivery address. (National Oilwell Varco Norway AS 2014a) 
The booms were now not going out of EU as first agreed but, were instead going to be 
delivered in Aberdeen in the UK, (Inside EU). And of course this was not agreed to 
contractually, so nothing was stated in the contract about this. The consequence was that 
NOVN was in danger of paying Polish VAT on the whole production in Poland and 
additionally of paying TAX and VAT on all the free issued items shipped to Poland with 
the purpose of being exported out of the EU within one year. This represented a cost of 
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approximately 110 000 USD. To reduce this cost, the only solution was to first arrange a 
transport of all the seven big boom sections out of EU, before transporting them to 
Aberdeen. And NOVN had to pay for this transport because this was not covered in the 
contract. The cost for this transport was agreed with the customer’s transport company and 
they required 60 000 USD for this transport. The companies agreed on this solution. 
 
Lesson learned/solution: 
In the same time period (March 2012) there were gas leaks which lead to a fire on the 
Elgin platform. This accident led to a delay in the receiving of the cargo from the 
customer’s side. Because of this delay NOVN had the opportunities to investigate this 
thoroughly together with specialists in VAT-issues in Poland and the producer in Poland.  
1. After some time they found a solution to change the Inward Processing Procedure 
to Free Circulation procedure on the Free issued items. NOVN paid the outstanding 
Polish VAT. 
2. Famak issued corrective invoices for all the purchase orders for the Elgin & 
Franklin project and they added 23% of Polish VAT. All the invoices were issued 
for NOVN Polish VAT number. This was then changed to a domestic sale for the 
Polish producer Famak. 
3. NOVN with Polish VAT number reported this as an EU-trade from Poland to 
Aberdeen. NOVN needed to get a proof (a signed CMR), that the cargo had been 
delivered to Total. 
This was only possible since they changed the procedure before they transported the 
booms from Poland. All costs avoided. 
 
The problem issue: 
Wrong customs procedure was used, because of lack of communication between the sales 
department and the SCM department. 
 
In the QIR database (Q0501070), I found a similar case from a hose loading station 
T9780/81 from 2009. The hose loading station were purchased against the Norwegian 
VAT-number and not the Polish one which would have been correct. The equipment was 
delivered within EU and due to this we had to ship the equipment to Norway to avoid 
paying VAT on the production. This gave the project an extra cost of NOK 206.667.-  
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Solution: Make sure to purchase against correct VAT-number. Implement new 
checklist/procedure in BPM. VAT Guidelines for Different Countries. 
11.4 CASE 4: TRANSOCEAN DEEPWATER 
 
Problem description: The Polish supplier is in risk for paying EU VAT for a delivery from 
Gdansk to Singapore. The Polish supplier needs a “proof of export” so he can invoice 
NOVN without charging Polish VAT on the whole production. Transocean Deepwater is 
NOVN’s customer and they have appointed Ceva Freight UK to arrange the transport. The 
transport company Ceva Freight is located in Aberdeen and want to transport the cargo 
through Aberdeen for export to Singapore. Early in the shipping process HACO, the Polish 
producer, is telling the transport company that they need a proof of export out of EU. 
Proof of export: To sell a product without VAT requires a proof of export in most 
countries. In Norway the tax authorities require a signed and stamped export declaration 
from the transport company that has transported the cargo out of Norway. This is a project 
were the delivery terms are EXW Gdansk. This delivery term can create trouble if the 
place of delivery is inside the EU. The product is a Service and Access Basket and the 
Polish producer’s name is HACO SP ZO.O. located in Pruszcz Gdanski.  
Delivery term EXW Gdansk: The delivery term is EXW Gdansk Incoterms 2010. This 
means that it is the buyer who is responsible for the transport from HACO out of European 
community. In this case the customer, Transocean Onshore Support Service, is located in 
Aberdeen and wants the local transport company CEVA Logistics in Aberdeen to transport 
the cargo out of European community. Meanwhile, the Polish producer HACO needs a 
proof of Export out of the EU for the Polish TAX authorities.  
Lack of communication: Here we have communication problems because no party clarifies 
exactly what document is needed to get this approved by Polish TAX authorities. HACO 
has made an export from Poland directly to Singapore. They need to do this otherwise they 
are forced to invoice NOVN with Polish VAT 23% on top of the purchase order. HACO 
need a confirmation from the transport company Ceva freight that the export customs 
clearance (made in Poland) was closed on the GB000067 border customs office at 
Aberdeen Airport when the Service and Access Basket was physical exported out of UK. 
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Figure 49 Example of border customs offices in UK. (HM Revenue & Customs 2013) 
IE599 declaration: Ceva Freight UK failed to export the goods on the same documents 
started by HACO, so the clearance was not done and proof of closed customs procedure 
could not be sent. The Polish exporter needed to receive a IE599 declaration in the 
customs system before a certain date, otherwise they were forced to charge their client 
NOVN for full VAT on the shipped order value. And that was unfortunately the result of 
this case. Cost for not handling the transport docs correct: Value of the service and access 
basket: 147 600 USD * 23% Polish VAT =33948 USD 
 
 
Figure 50 IE599 Confirmation of export (Example from exporting winch from Gdansk to China) 
IE599 is an official confirmation of export, a statement. It is provided in an electronic form 
(xml) and sent by the customs agency to the exporter. IE599 is necessary in order to apply 
the 0% VAT rate with regard to an export transaction. The statement IE599 has a XML file 
form and it is the only form accepted by the TAX Office. See Figure 48. 
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Figure 51 Electronic messages from and to customs. (Revenue Irish Tax and Customs 
2013) 
 
In the final negotiations with the transport company they tried to send an equivalent 
document called S8 which is also a proof of export in the UK. But unfortunately the Polish 
VAT authorities didn’t approve this document. See Figure 49 for different electronic 
messages from and to customs. See below the answer from a customs officer in Aberdeen. 
“Find attached to this mail, an e-mail confirmation from a UK HM & Revenue Customs officer 
confirming that “The GB Export Control System does not generate IE599 messages, which is 
essentially confirmation for the GB exporter that the goods have exited the EU.  This 
process is covered by the departure code in CHIEF provided by your S8 report.”  “  
Here we have communication problems because the involved parties (exporter, customer, 
transport company) in the participating countries think they are referring to the same 
documents, and the parties fail to solve the issue until it is too late. The European VAT 
becomes a cost for HACO who will charge NOVN, who might be able to charge the 
customer. Cost=33948 USD 
 
Lessons learned/Solution: Educate the sales department about the importance of the 
delivery address concerning the delivery inside or outside EU. 
 
The problem issue: 
Change in delivery address from outside EU to inside EU led to problems for the logistics 
company and the export was never “closed”. Polish VAT became a cost. 
11.5 CASE 5: CUSTOMS CLEARANCE INTO CHINA, ASSEMBLY AND 
TESTING 
In chapter 8.6.5 I briefly described a new logistics concept for a modularization crane for 
NOVN, which is a standardized crane NOVN wants to sell to customers mainly in the 
Asian market. In order to capitalize on the emerging markets in Asia, Brazil and Mexico, 
NOV is developing a new, standardized crane. This production will be a serial production, 
and both logistics and production methods are taken into account in a more thorough way, 
compared to older projects, during the design phase. The large structures are designed to 
fit into 40’ containers or onto 40’ flat racks to make sure the logistics costs will be 
minimal. The big challenge is, as earlier mentioned, the customs clearance into China. 
NOVN will send free issued items, some core competence components like machinery-
house, cabin and winches, in addition to hundreds of small items like bolts, washers etc. to 
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China. The value of these components can be approximately 1,1 MUSD for one crane. 
Figure 52 shows the approximately value of the components (FII) to the new standardized 
crane. All these components need to be transported to China and import customs cleared 
into China. The higher value of the FII, the higher is the risk related to duty into China, 
which can vary from 5% - 128%. VAT is 17%. 
 
Figure 52 Value of FII into China. (Made by author) 
Open Handbook: In China they have a customs procedure called Open Handbook 
procedure. The Chinese import company needs to apply to the customs authorities and 
arrange this Open Handbook procedure. The Open Handbook is very detailed and has as a 
function to get foreign components/parts into China without paying VAT or DUTY on 
equipment which later shall be re-exported together with a whole rig or vessel. See Figure 
53. Typical users of the Open Handbook are Dalian Shipbuilding Industry Offshore 
Company Ltd., National Oilwell Varco Petroleum Equipment and other ship building 
industries. The challenge with this Open Handbook procedure is that it must be very 




Figure 53 Purchase order to NOV Shanghai. (Made by author) 
Partial shipment: If there are delays in the production, there can be problems. In the 
contract between NOVN and the Chinese customer, it is specified “Commodities 
Descriptions / Equipment list” item no 1, item no 2 etc. It is often written in the Open 
Handbook that main shipment consists of the following deliveries:  
EQUIPMENT LIST 
1.  DERRICK & ACCESSORIES 
1.1 Derrick 
1.2 Travelling Block 
1.3 Deadline Anchor 
1.4 Top Drive 
2.  DRILLFLOOR EQUIPMENT AND HANDLING TOOLS 
2.1 SSG Draw work 
2.2 Drill line Spooler 
2.3 Rotary Table 
2.4 BX Elevator 
2.5 Power Slips 
2.6 Hydraulic Power Unit 
3.  PIPEHANDLING EQUIPMENT 
3.1 Hydra racker 
3.2 Fingerboard 
3.3 Monkeyboard 
3.4 2ND Monkeyboard 
3.5 Iron Roughneck – Main 
3.6 Iron Roughneck – Standbuilding 
3.7 Mousehole 
3.8 Hydraulic Cathead 
3.9 Catwalk Shuttle 
3.10 Service and Access Basket – Vertical Travel 
3.12 Wireline Unit 
4.  DRILLERS CABIN WITH INSTRUMENTATION 
4.1 Drillers Cabin and Hvac + etc, etc, etc 
 
If NOVN is delayed with one expensive part to one of the productions and this item is not 
specified in the Open Book procedure, the risk is very high that NOVN needs to pay both 
VAT and customs on this item into China. DUTY can be from 8-12% of the value and 
VAT 13-17% of the value. European fasteners can have up to 128% DUTY into China. 
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Partial shipment is important to specify in the contract in case of delays in NOVN’s 
production. See Figure 54 (NOVN Intranet 2014c) 
 
Figure 54 Excerpt of contract (NOVN Intranet 2014c)  
 
Figure 55 Duty and VAT in Dalian(NOVN Intranet 2014c). 
Figure 55 shows some NOVN projects in China from 2008 where this problem already 
was addressed. In the logistics world Brazil is said to be the most difficult country to deal 




Solution: Arrange special logistics groups to target the competence into specific countries. 
For instance could two logistics/VAT coordinators have responsibility and special 
competence on one specific country. 
 
The problem issue: Costs often occur when components are not on the list, (not mentioned 
in the Open Handbook), due to inaccurate contracting or costs can also occur if delays 
happen and parts of bigger packages is sent after the main shipment. 
11.6 CASE 6: DDP DELIVERY IN OTHER COUNTRIES (delivered duty 
paid) 
Problem: If NOV Norway is delayed with a shipment or a delivery of some oil equipment, 
it may happen that the customs procedure into the yard has been closed. This means that if 
NOVN sends shipments to NOV Korea for assembly production, but the equipment has 
mistakenly been sent to the NOV Korea instead of delivery directly to final customer in 
South-Korea, this shipment can’t be import customs cleared into NOVK customs account. 
The result of this is that NOVN needs to change the delivery terms to DDP and then 
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NOVN needs to pay all the duty and VAT on these products. Duty and VAT are in these 
cases not deductible.  
 
 
Figure 56 Two examples of transport invoice with DUTIES/TAX (NOVN Intranet 2014c) 
These are two examples on invoices which NOVN has received, but could have avoided. 
Delays in production are the reason for the extra costs. Both amounts are in USD. In this 
case the delivery place is correct, but the delayed equipment has been part of bigger 
shipments which already have been reported delivered in the Open Handbook. Therefore 
the Chinese customer demands change in delivery terms to DDP, so they don’t need to pay 
any extra VAT and Duties into China. 
 
Solution: Arrange the Open Handbook into China more detailed to avoid paying VAT and 
customs duties on delayed shipment which are not mentioned in the Open Handbook. Also 
start to register VAT/ Duties in the accounting system correctly so NOVN can actually 
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check the size of the amounts I am discussing in this thesis. Currently all costs are hidden 
in the accounting system because they are invoiced mainly from different transport 
companies. Because of this, these costs are expensed as logistic costs instead of financial 
costs like VAT/Duties. NOVN also needs to get all the transport companies to invoice 
NOVN with VAT/Duties specified and separated from other logistics costs. In 2013 
NOVN had 634 shipments from different places all over the world with the delivery terms 
DDP. This amount of delivered duty paid shipment leads to huge uncertainties concerning 
VAT and customs duties in the receiving countries. This is because NOVN will also pay 
the VAT and the Duties into the receiving country, and these tariffs and rules are difficult 
to calculate.  
Total value of logistics services purchased by NOVN in 2013: Appr 120 MUSD 
11.7 MISSING STEEL CERTIFICATE IN TO CHINA 
Problem: Missing documents. 
 
During import customs clearance into China, NOVN was informed from the consignee in 
China that some steel certificate was missing. This was the fifth shipment with the same 
cargo and there had been no problems with the first four shipments. The first four 
shipments were shipped by vessel but the last shipment was sent as air-cargo because it 
was urgent. This time NOVN received a bill for 120 000 USD because of the missing 
certificates. 50 tons of steel was kept at the airport until the steel supplier could obtain the 
correct certificates. It took one month to solve the issue. The costs for storage, heavy lift, 
trucking fee, customs clearance, custom exam, delivery fee, CIQ goods sample and exam 
charge, airline warehouse charge and wooden packages destroy fee amounted to appr.120 
000 USD. There are no financial limits for different cost types in these types of cases. 
 
The problem issue: Lack of certificates.  
 
Solution: Always make sure to have the correct certificates on shipments to China. 
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12 BARRIERS BETWEEN EFTA AND SOUTH-KOREA 
In 2005 EFTA and South-Korea signed an agreement with the goal to lower the customs 
duty between the countries. At that time South-Korea was the third largest country Norway 
exported goods to in Asia after Japan and China. The export value was 3.5 Bill NOK. In 
2005 the average taxcost was 7.5%. Today South-Korea is Norway’s second biggest 
trading partner in Asia. The Norwegian export to South-Korea was in 2012 increased to 
25.5 Bill NOK. The ship yard industry and maritime technology in particular, connects 
Norway with South-Korea. See Figure 57 EFTA States' Trade with South Korea. 
 
After the bilateral trade agreement between EFTA and South-Korea become operative, 
exports increased with 51% in the first three months in 2007, compared with the numbers 
from 2006. The agreement entered into force 1.09.2006. This agreement removed the 
tariffs on more than 99% of all Norwegian industrial goods. This led to savings on customs 
duties worth several millions of NOK and has made Norway more competitive. Norway 
exported in 2005 commodities for 5.1 billion NOK ( 5.1 mrd). This agreement was the 
second agreement between EFTA and Asia after Singapore. This shows how important it 
is to remove the customs barriers between countries. 
 
Figure 57 EFTA States' Trade with South Korea, 2009-2012 (EFTA 2013) 
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Several studies shows that the size of the firms studied, the size was relatively unimportant 
for the export behavior (Tesar and Bilkey 1977). They also advised exporters to search for 
information regarding export barriers, to be aware of what must be overcome during the 
firm’s export development process. 
 
 
Figure 58 Norway’s export to South-Korea 2006-2007 (Nærings og fiskeridepartementet 2014)  




Figure 59 EFTA States' Trade with South Korea by selected commodities (HS) (EFTA 2013) 
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In the Figure 59 “EFTA states’ trade with South Korea by selected commodities” it is 
shown how exports have increased the last years, maybe because of removing the taxes? 
 
 
Figure 60 Evolution of EFTA States' trade with South Korea (EFTA 2013) 
Reference to NOVN logistics figures South-Korea is the main delivery country and 37% of 
the MMT’s in 2013 have delivery address in South-Korea. It is of major importance that 
different export barriers between Norway and South-Korea are minimalized. See Figure 
61. The count of gross weight show that 71% of the weight had delivery address South-
Korea. See Figure 62. 
 
 
Figure 61 Count of MMT/shipments in 2013. (Made by author) 
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Figure 62 Count of Gross weight 2013. (Made by author)  
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13 ANALYSIS 
In this chapter I will analyze some of the numbers I have revealed during this research. 
First, I will look into how much logistics costs NOVN has per project. These logistics 
costs have to be deducted from closed projects and not ongoing projects. Then I will be 
able to find out how big the logistics costs are compared to the total costs. Afterwards, I 
will look into who are the transport companies delivering logistics services to NOVN. 
Furthermore, I will take the largest companies and looked closely at their accounts. 
(Domestic logistics providers have not been examined.) In the end, I will provide some of 
the costs I have found per Logistics Company. 
13.1 NUMBER OF LOGISTICS INVOICES 
 
 
Figure 63 Number of received logistics invoices (Made by author) 
NOVN received approximately 19848 invoices regarding transport in 2012 and 2013.  
The challenge is to control all these invoices manually for unnecessary duty and VAT 
costs. 
 
Total transport orders in 2013 were approximately 5500 per year. This means 
approximately 105 transports per week. NOVN received approximately 20 000 logistics 
invoices in 2013.  
 
Import customs clearance: 6392 import customs clearance in 2013 
Export customs clearance: 9482 export customs clearance in 2013 
 
This means that NOVN receives 4 invoices per registered logistic order. Many of the 
shipments are performed and booked by our suppliers. NOVN informs the supplier 
through the purchase order that the shipment shall be booked directly to the air transport 
company or to express company. If there are big shipments, the supplier notifies the 








Figure 65 Total value of logistics services purchased by NOV Norway 2013 (Made by author) 
Total value of logistics services in 2013 was: 112 MUSD 
Budgeted Risk 7,9 MUSD VAT/TAX in 2013 was appr. 7% of total logistics costs. 
 
The largest transport company Pentagon has approximately 42 MUSD in total in 
2012/2013, so I started to check this transport company. 
 
In my analysis I will try to find out how much cost NOVN pays in DDP costs, unnecessary 
VAT and Duties. First I have found all the transport costs per project. See Figure 66.  
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Figure 66 Excerpts of transport costs per project in % compared to total costs ongoing. (Made by author) 
These numbers will not be correct because there are ongoing projects, and all the transport 
costs are not expensed into the accounts. Therefore, I have looked into randomly chosen 
projects which are completed. See Figure 67. Here we see that the transport costs vary 
between 2,5–2,7 % of the total costs in the projects. If I can find out approximately how 
much DDP costs/VAT and Duties NOVN pays compared to the transport costs I can 
assume how much NOVN pays in total. 
 
 





Figure 68 Overview of number of shipments and packages and shipped weight 2010. (Made by author) 
 
Figure 69 Overview of number of shipments and packages and shipped weight 2011. (Made by author) 
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Figure 70 Overview of number of shipments and packages and shipped weight 2012. (Made by author) 
 
All these tables show the count of MMT’s, sum of gross weight and sum of packages. This 
has nothing to do with the value of the shipments or cost of the transport. These are tables 
made out of data from our logistics program called Timpex. The same program has also a 




Figure 71 Overview of number of shipments and packages and shipped weight 2013. (Made by author) 
In Figure 71 Overview of shipments and packages and shipped weight 2013 shows only 
the logistics forwarders with biggest turnover. The registered tonnage transported in 2013 
was approximately 144 000 tons, but much of this transport has also been transported by 
the forwarding agents of the customers. The amount of MMT registered was almost 6000 
MMT in 2013. 
 
 
13.2 LARGEST LOGISTICS SUPPLIERS. 
Reference to TCA earlier mentioned in the thesis the; level of transaction costs depends 
upon three important factors, the frequency of the transaction, the size of the transaction-
specific investment and the level of external and internal uncertainty(Van Weele 2010, 
411). Therefore I started to investigate the largest logistics supplier to try to find out the 





Figure 72 20 largest logistics suppliers to NOVN 2013/2012 
Figure 72 shows information about some of the largest logistics suppliers to NOVN in 
2012 and 2013. Total logistics costs in USD are the total amount the transport company 
has charged NOVN in USD.  
 
I have not looked into General Forwarding because they have only domestic transport 
inside South-Korea. BBC chartering is only charging sea freights and never customs 
clearance, the same with BBC Chartering and SAL Heavy lift. 
 
Figure 73 VAT/DUTY costs from the transport companies. (Made by author)  
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In Figure 73 the researcher has registered all the unnecessary VAT and DUTY found in the 
invoices from the logistics companies. Almost 3000 invoices have been manually checked. 
 
 
Figure 74 VAT/Duty in % of logistics costs. (Made by author) 
Figure 74 shows the costs that occur in percent of logistics costs per logistics provider. 
 
Pentagon Freight Services has invoiced NOVN for the largest amount of VAT in 2013. 
The amount was 289 037 USD. This was 2,47% of the logistics cost of all the invoices 
which I checked. It was 4997 invoices from Pentagon Freight Services AS in 2013 and I 
checked all invoices above 4000USD for VAT costs. The number of invoice above 
4000USD was 750. 279 invoices were found with unnecessary VAT. I will look more into 
what the problem issue was in the 279 invoices with registered VAT/Duty.  
 
Since the amount of invoices is so huge, it will be impossible for me to check all the 
approximately 20 000 logistics invoices that NOVN has received the last two years. I have 
only limited time in the master thesis, so I have checked about 15% of the total invoices 
and about 32% of the invoiced value. This will provide a representative sample. 
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Figure 75 Vat costs in different countries 2013 example Pentagon Freight 2013.(Made by author) 
In Figure 75 I have found out the distribution of VAT costs per country. 46% of the VAT 
costs invoiced from Pentagon Freight Services were shipments to China, 33% to South 
Korea. This supports my experience and assumptions that import customs clearance into 




Figure 76 VAT in % of freight cost example Pentagon 2013 ( Made by author) 
In Figure 76 it is shown that the VAT costs are 66,4% of the freight costs into China for all 
the shipments with VAT findings. So here we see a strong tendency in extra VAT costs 
into China. The shipment to Portugal is a single finding, so I can not see a tendency that 
problems with VAT/Duty in connections with shipments to Portugal. But it could have 
been avoided if the purchaser and the logistics coordinator had more knowledge in the 
fields of VAT and duty. 
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Figure 77 VAT/Duty in % of Logistics costs. (Made by author) 
My research has revealed that the average number of unnecessary VAT and customs cost 
was 1,27% in 2012 and 2,01% in 2013. 
 
How did I find these unnecessary costs? 
 
First I started with the accounting department. I inquired if they knew how much 
unnecessary DUTY and VAT costs NOVN pays per year. They didn’t know the amounts, 
but they had an account called 4170 custom duty. Almost nobody uses this account 
because only 2812 USD was expensed in 2013 and 2014. See Figure 78. 
 











NOV Norway ex AM 2012 Incoming freight Account 4150 21,4 MUSD 
NOV Norway ex AM 2012 Outward freight Account 4160 41,3 MUSD 
NOV Norway ex AM 2013 Custom duty Account 4170 0,002812 MUSD 
NOV Norway Ex AM 2012 Annual sales  Total 3408 MUSD 
Transport costs in percentage 
of total sales in 2012 
  1,84 % 
 
Figure 79 Transport costs in percentage of total sales 2012. (Made by author) 
The number 1,84 % is an interesting number. In the Cecchini report from 1988 the 
authors claimed that “The direct costs of frontier formalities and associated 
administrative costs for the private and public sector are estimated to be of the order of 
1,8% of the value of goods traded within the Community.”(EU Commision 1988, 3). So the 
customs related transaction costs was 1,8% in 1988 and the total logistics costs was 
1,84% in 2012. 
 
Secondly, I contacted all the largest logistics companies and I told them I wanted statistics 
for all VAT and DUTY they had invoiced to NOVN the 3-4 last years. This was not very 
successful. Few of the logistics companies had good statistics and some of them claimed 
they hadn’t invoiced NOVN for VAT/TAX invoices at all. Some logistics companies 
invoiced often LUMPSUM total and is was impossible to separate VAT costs from other 
transport costs without looking at each and every invoice. 
 
Thirdly, I continued to investigate these costs against the transport companies. They are 
the parties most likely part to send an invoice to NOVN for extra costs regarding 
VAT/TAX. So I found out who are the largest logistics suppliers to NOVN. See Figure 69. 
I started with the biggest logistic company ”Pentagon Freight Services”, sorted all the 
invoices from the 2012 and 2013 after value. NOVN received 2112 invoices from 
Pentagon in 2012, so I decided to check all invoices above 4000 USD.  
 
But even more difficult was it to find out if the customers/consignees or the manufacturing 
places send invoices directly to the purchasers in NOVN. These costs will probably be 
expensed into the purchase price on the production or product and not as a VAT cost. 
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I also looked into where does NOV Norway purchase their supplies. Most of NOVN 
supplies are bought from USA, 890 MUSD or around NOK 5 billion. NOVN’s purchases 
in South Korea and China amounted to USD 570 million (NOK 3.2 billion) and USD 170 
million (NOK 930 million). 67.5% percent of the purchases take place internally within the 
company. (Fjose, Holmen, and Gulbrandsen 2013) To know where NOVN purchase their 
supplies will make it easier for the management to target resources regarding VAT and 
Duty issues. 
 







I have investigated approximately 32% of the logistics invoices (value) NOVN received in 
2012 and 2013. In my opinion, this gives a representative sample for the different logistics 
companies in how they are invoicing VAT / Customs Duty towards NOVN, and a very 
good indication of the size of these costs. When I interviewed different people in the 
organization, “everybody” agreed that this was a topic they did not know much about 
although all had “heard” about big costs in different cases. The percent that the research 
revealed was approximately 2 % of the logistics cost, and I assume that the hidden VAT 
costs paid by purchasers and project managers are approximately the same percent 2%. 
This gives in total 4% and an amount on approximately 4,8 MUSD for 2013 in NOVN. 
 
Recommendation 1: 
I recommend that NOVN must continuously monitor the development in VAT costs month 
to month. Today this is weakly managed. NOVN must in their accounting routines make 
sure that all costs regarding transport and customs clearance which are customs related 
costs need to be expensed in the accounting as VAT costs. The account exists today but 
nobody is using it. So here we see a typical lack of information and a lack of knowledge 
problem. More information about this account will lead to better expensing/logging of the 
VAT-costs, which will make it easier for the management to target further resources to 
continuing education and training. The work to find these unnecessary VAT invoices 
among all the other logistics invoices has been challenging and time consuming. 
 
Recommendation 2: 
NOVN also need software where they can get information about the logistics costs per 
shipment. They do not have this information today. For instance, it is not possible to find 
neither the average logistics cost or VAT cost per kg from Norway to South-Korea 
transported by air? I recommend that they should have a program which communicates 
with the accounting department, so all costs from the logistics invoice can be linked to the 
MMT (shipment) so they can make statistics per shipment and per kg and compare the 






Continue with import and export customs clearance in-house. The decision concerning in-
sourcing of customs clearance is very important when it comes to this master thesis 
problem. This keeps customs competence in-house and gives NOVN great advantages 
concerning difficult VAT and customs issues. 
 
Recommendation 4: 
How can the company distribute the lessons learned to the whole organization? I 
recommend that procedures for each case or country can be made and also create two 
super users-per country. “Further progress in this field of enquiry would benefit from 
additional research on how specific export impediments change as the firm adds new 
export destination or export new products.” (Kneller and Pisu 2007, 25). This is also an 
important result of this paper, because production sites are changing and products are 
manufactured by different sub-suppliers in different countries far away, which lead to 
changes in existing procedures as well as the addition of new export-barriers.  
 
Recommendation 5:  
I recommend that NOVN insert targeted resources to improve the processes to avoid that 
customs related transaction costs occur regarding export/import to China. This corresponds 
with what the transaction cost theory states, that for every new geographical market, there 
will most likely occur new kinds of transaction costs when a company starts to work with 
new production in new countries. 
Anderson and van Wincoop concluded that the costs associated with factors such as 
language barriers, currency barriers, imperfect information and regulation are more 
important for trade than direct policy instruments such as tariffs and non-tariff 
barriers(Anderson and van Wincoop 2004). It is interesting that the cost I have found in 
this paper is considered less important than the barriers pointed out by Anderson and van 
Wincoop. It means that the other barriers are of considerable big expenses. 
Furthermore, NOVN can reduce costs by consolidating shipments, thereby increasing 
transaction-related economies of scale. They have already created an internal NOVN 
Chartering group, whose main objective is to consolidate shipments over 2000 metric tons 
worldwide. Such policies will become more important in the near future with the 
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optimization (reduction) of the delivery times on the products, decreasing of the inventory 
levels and increasing the product variety. 
My research has also showed that there are many different types of error and the costs of 
doing anything wrong can lead to considerable sums. It has also showed that even though 
WTO has done major work to harmonize and reduce the tariff barriers all over the world 
other non-tariff barriers are replacing the tariff barriers and create significant trouble. 
The work with this master thesis has increased my insight and understanding of the 
challenges concerning VAT and customs duty for NOVN and suppliers in connection with 
movement of goods across borders. I hope with my thesis I have illuminated this important 
field in the SCM which has not been done before and pointed out the importance of having 
good procedures regarding VAT and customs duties. 
I wanted to create a procedure or a check list that would make it easier for production- 
purchasers, sales managers and also logistics coordinators to avoid the most common 
errors. I have made a proposal for this regarding trade to Poland as an example. See Figure 
81.  
Suggestion of Check list for NOVN sales and purchasing before exporting to Poland. 
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Figure 81 Check list for sales department and purchasing. (Made by author) 
Today, the role of purchasers and logistics coordinators has been considerably expanded 
and requires larger and more targeted expertise in their purchasing activities. We see that 
purchase and supply chain management is gaining more and more attention from business 
leaders as key success criteria. 
The devil is in the details and I stress the importance of seeing all the different transaction 
costs which occur that could have been avoided; if NOVN project organization had enough 
knowledge. I also mean that if the communication inside in the organization had been 
better, several of these events could maybe have been avoided. I mean that both 
hypotheses have been supported. 
On the other side, I will point out, that I have attended several external and internal 
logistics seminars and VAT-courses and then I have got the confirmation that NOVN 
logistics department is working very well with VAT-issues and are among the “best in the 
class”. However to stay competitive in today’s global market, it is imperative that 
manufacturers embrace change and innovation. 
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15 CHALLENGES WITH THE MASTER THESIS AND FURTHER 
RESEARCH 
The findings of unnecessary VAT/TAX cost that this survey has revealed, is in many of 
the cases, costs that could have been avoided. This is unexpected expenses that suddenly 
appear in connection with customs clearance into the country of destination or upon 
delivery of the project that not any NOVN department has calculated into the budgets. 
These are costs that arise because the products are moved across borders and because the 
cost of this is most likely not calculated into the transport cost. This becomes part of the 
transaction costs and is usually probably “hidden” among the transport costs. It can be 
difficult to quantify these costs, because people would rather not talk about costs that could 
have been avoided. Here it has been necessary to search through thousands of invoices to 
find the hidden costs.  
 
Additionally, I have also seen the usefulness to interview different people in the 
organization. They have come up with several practical real life examples which support 
the hypothesis in this thesis. A lot of costs could have been avoided if some VAT/logistics 
procedures had been made. 
 
15.1 WEAKNESSES WITH THE METHOD.  
When you want to study an issue closely, you need to choose a method to do the work. All 
methods have both strengths and weaknesses. I chose, in this thesis to use explorative 
design, with in-depth interviews as an important tool. I assumed, based on my experience 
and competence and the time I had available, that this was the best methods to get as much 
information as possible in shortest possible time. 
These errors can occur: 
 Some interview subjects don’t know the answers you are trying to find the answers 
on. 
 Some interviewees filter their responses and do not disclose certain data. 
 The interviewer manipulates the interviewee to give certain answers. 
Most studies of export barriers have been done through postal surveys. Korneliussen and 
Øwre recommend that in some cases a qualitative research with personal interviews is 
more suitable. A qualitative approach can also be useful to try to find out the overall effect 
of that a company meets different types of export barriers in a market(Korneliussen and 
Øwre 1998). 
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15.2 WEAKNESSES WITH GEOGRAPHICAL FRAMEWORK. 
Writing a master thesis within the time frames requires some limitations. I have limited my 
research to Europe, South-Korea and China. This is a weakness, but my findings also show 
no or few events outside this scope. I expected to find costs in connection with shipments 
to Brazil, but I didn’t. Further research needs to include Brazil, because this is a market 
that the sales department point out is coming up. Many Brazilian companies will often 
arrange the transport by them self and they have experience in importing into Brazil, so 
they manage to avoid the biggest pitfalls. 
15.3 RESEARCHER FROM THE ORGANIZATION.  
Another issue which can be a weakness is that the researcher is working inside the 
organization which is investigated and therefore a part of the research problem. This can 
make it challenging for the researcher to obtain the necessary distance to the research 
problem without going too much into details. It has been important to try to observe the 
organization and the research problem from a “bird-view”. An advantage is of course that 
researcher has deeper insight into the different problems inside the organization. 
15.4 FURTHER RESEARCH. 
The researcher has asked different key-persons in NOVN and in sister companies in South-
Korea and China. Mostly transport coordinators and customs coordinators have been 
consulted during this thesis. Further research can be to contact project managers 
worldwide and also logistics coordinator in U.S.A. to reveal other costs which I have not 
been able to find. 
In my research I have found some cases with significant costs, most of them are connected 
to deliveries to China. This corresponds with what the transaction cost theory states, that 
for every new geographical market, there will most likely occur new kinds of transaction 
costs when a company starts to work with new production in new countries. The logistics 
case named “Customs clearance into China, assembly and testing” chapter 11.5. is 
especially interesting. NOVN already know that much more research about Chinese 
customs, open handbook and customs procedures needs to be done before serial production 
of standardized crane in China can start up. 
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